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of St. Cloud State Universi

Suprise funding paves way' for groups
The unexpected S25,000, these groups was to allow
coupled with S12,000 in them to expand and grow,"
An unexpected announce- funding money from Pres. Mordick said. " This growth is
ment by Nick Lafontaine in Charles Graham, S5,000 from anticipated to allow them later
the fmal hours of the St\ldent the student activities free to stand on their own without
Activities Committee final" balance and S7,000 from the funding. "
Previou s cuts by SAC,
budget hearing paved the way initial aUocation of the Student
for SAC funding of many Activities director's salary , totaling over s212:000, indubs, organizations and other totaled an additional 540,000 eluded elimination of funds to
in available funding money , 19 gr0ups, many of them
groups previously cut .
The final 1977-78 budget according to SAC chairperson classified as narrow-interest
clubs. and organizationi, as
was drawn up in a 4½ hour Luann Morll.ick.
SAC voted to rescind i~ well as substantial reductions
SAC meeting Tuesday night .
LaFontainC said he had decision not to fund Gertlin ··.... in bu dget requests for other
discovered
an ...additional clubs, organizations and other SAC-funded groups .
Lafontaine explaine_d that
S25,000 after carefully going groups upon receiving the
through the Major Events news from La.Fontaine .
''The only reason we did SAC
Council account books for last
fund additional money to Conttnued on page 2
year.

By MARSHA WHITE

Liszka supporters rally
By VIC EWSON

oh

Graham, _Board member
to confer 800 degrees
C. Peter Magrath . president
of the University of Minnesota,
will
address
SCS
graduates at spring commencement exercises Friday,
May 20.
Ceremonies will begin at
10:30 a.m. in Halenbeck Hall .
The exercises are free and
open to the public.
SCS Pres. Charles Graham
and Orrin Rinke, a .State

University of New York-Binghamton from 1972 to 1974.
Retiring faculty who will be
honored at the ceremony
include:
Dorothy
Barker,
associate professor of biologica1 scie nces; Luther Brown.
dean of Learning Resources
Services:
Richard
Meinz ,
associate professor of English;
and Clare Wesley, assistant
professor of economics.

~~eJ:~~ Ra~~~;~

wi;::~~:~ alu":~:~e fro~a~~~ cfa':se;~~
more than 800 degrees.
19S1 a nd , 1956, will extend
Magrath has been U of M greetings from the univerpresident since 1974. He is sMitayy's0 1_5Aluchma~,rpi erA50ss0 oc0iaftio1hne.
also a professor of political
.
science at the university .
industrial arts department at
During the past three years. Southwest High School in
he has worked with universi- Minneapolis.
ties internationally to help
The SCS Wind Ense01ble
alleviate world hunger. He and Concert C~oir-will present
also •has cooperated with a pre-commencement concert,
presidents of major American_ . directed by R. D ~s Layne
research universities to foster and Stephen Fuller. Layne is
public awareness of their associate professor of mu sic
needs.
and will direct the wind
Prior · to his presidency at ensemble.
Fuller,
an
Minnesota, Magrath had been instructor of music, will direct
president and professor of the concert choir.
political Science at the State

~~
.i:
.~

~
_;:...

.
·

mall, cfUiz administration

terminal degree must be her class, the protestors has said his planned date of
Liszka then proposed that
earned is •'like dangling a moved to the AdministrFon completion
is
December, he be· given a one-year
Charging into buildings and carrot . For fiscal reasons , it is~ Building to seek out her 1977.
contract that sti_pulates that
rallying on ~e mall were the easier to teep an instroctor superior, David Johnson, who
" Instructors have to show the doctorate degree be in
latest attempts by students dangling two, three or four had been unavailable e•rlier. evidence they are g9(><1 hand by ne"kt April Or
Iuesday- tb reverse the-°7effllhan to tenure him. "
Johnson dfd tloi ""':'tefl the teacfiers_/' Johnson said . "We termination would be automadismissal of Stanley Liszt a
' 'The administration claims students what they wanted to want doctorates also-it's not tic. Johnson rejected the
from the history department . there is no tenule·quota-they hear.
an either/ or situation. More proposal, claiming that tenure
Led by student senators can claim a Jot," he said.
" If the question today is Ph .D's · give
us
better automatically exists after six
whith
Rick Gripentrog and -Mart "Nowhere in my contract did retention, the decision has recognition in other, bigger one-year contracts,
Liszka has already received .
Duval, a group of about 60 (the administration) state been made ," J ohnson said. universities. "
"If the question is fulfilling
"I'm willing to meet a
protestors chanted slogans what they want ."
Discussion between Johnand broke in on administra•
Louise Johnson, who was the eventual spot in the son, Liszka and the students standard you set. If I don't, I'll
tors. Louise Johnson, dean of not in he r Whitney Hall office department, students should beca"fffrbitter as one student go like a lamb," Liszka told
the College of Liberal Arts and whc:n the protestors invaded have a v·oice in the selection." likened Johnson 's answers to Johnson.
"When I go. it will haunt
The protestors compl aine4 ,"the -same way NU:on did ,"
Sciences, was forced to leave at about 1:30 p.rn., said in
her classroom to talk to the ftont -of Brown Hall later that to J ohnson t ~ w e r e ind, pointing at Johnson , said you. I don't give up easy," he
"He's like Nazis ...- The added . Liszka has said there is
marchers.
''SCS students deserve the be ing treated " like kids." .
"We're frustrated because student was reprimanded by a better than not chance he
David J ohnson, vice-presi- best, and that means they do
dent for academic affairs, the job in the classroom and the buck is being passed," others and a more tranquil will take the matter to court.
" I still have to say- the
spent about one ~ have the qualifications, such said one student.
argumentation resumed .
Johnson
repeated
that
J ohnson said he has met decision has been- made ,"
1ffi'UP Tuesday afternoon, as a cffictorate."
answering questions why
"Out there, sflmeplace, is a Liszka can only be consideied with Graha1'1\.and the decision Johnson said, adding that he
Liszka will not be retained . very good teacher ... that has a if he completes his Ph .D work has already been made, that will discuss the grievances
SCS Pres . Charles Graham doctor's degree ," Johnson prior to the selection. Liszka there will not be a reversal. again with Graham.
was out of his office and said. "It would be naive to say
unavailable to meet with the that just getting a doctor's
protestors.
degree
makes
a
good
''Don't can Stan I He's our teacher-it is essential to have
man!" was - the message a good- teacher."
proclaimed
on
one
of
The proteStors w e ~
nuinerous banners carried by satisfied with her replies and
the students. "We want ""(>ressed her to reconsider
Liszka" was the battle cry for denying Liszka 's dismissal.
the gfflUp, as they organized Johnson . remained a~arnent.
on the mall in front of Stewart
"Although I do not1ce the m, ·
Hall.
l am not impressed with
Liszka is not being granted student marches," J ohnson
tt!ffure because he has not yet said. She again repeated her
completed work on his Ph.D. . belief t at SCS students
according to both Johnsons. deserve instructors with the
Graham has concurred with terminal degree.
the dismissal, refusing to
" What are the rules?"
' • overrule past decisions. Liszka Liszka asked Johnson on the
has said he is not being given steps of Brown Hall. "I have
tenure and a new contract said l would enter intO a lega1
because the administration is letter of agreement that I
afraid of getting locked in with would leave if l hadn't
too many tenured instructors. completed my doctorate work
Liszka told the protestors by April, 1978. If 1 didn 't, 1 Pt'loto by Jackie Lorentz
that ~he adminstration "has wouldn't have the courage -to About 60 1tudenq attempted to talk David Jobnaon, vlce-prealdenl for academ.Jc affairs; Into
not earned my respect ." He stand up here. "
rehlrtna hlatory ln1tractor Stanley Uazka. U1zka baa not. been granted teau.re and bu been
said the argument µtat the
After Johnson teturned to releuecl became be bu ~ cq_mpleted work on bla Ph.D. , acconilng to Johnson.
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Final 1977-78 student activities budget

SAC
Continued from page I
··most of the money - came
from revenue that wasn't
reviewed,
meaning
from
amounts groups raised over
their estimated revenue."
"Last year's estimated
revenue for MEC was about
S18,000 and about S39,000
was actually raised," he said.
Lafontaine said the 521,CXX>
profit resulted primarily from
the appearance of Bob Hol'i-,.
and Kansas .
"Another' S4,000 came from
the failure to recognize the
interest income," he said.
Included groups that had
budget request funds rein•
stated are the Aero Club,

Forensics,

Folkdance·rs,

Reader's Theatre, Wheat•
sprout, soccer and ski racing
teams and the cheerleaders.
The International Student
Organization was given 5500
with the stipulation· that its
funds be frozen until..,J. revised
budget
is
rec~ived
for
approval by SAC.
"We're
funding
these
organizations because we now
find ourselves in a different
monetary situation," SAC
member Rick Caldecott said.
By Wednesday morning,
however, Mordick added a
sober note.
"I think it's important for ·
people who got money to
understand why we moved as
we did ," she said.
"The
funding
is
an
extension for them, to say 'Go
out and do what you want, but
be mindful,' '' she said.
"They won't be as lucky in the
futm::e.
"The expenditure ($25 ,000)
won't be around next year
because anticipated revenues
for groups are higher, " she
emphasized.
SAC also trimmed, 25
percent from all honoraria
positions, using this year's
figures as the guide line for the
cut .
~
.,...Mordick said she felt that no
one should be paid honoraria
above the current amounts
because a direct student input
survey by SAC revealed the
present figures were fair.
A survey involving every
individual who received honoraria was taken two years
ago. Every person was asked
to evaluate his position and
assign a fair and honest dollar
amount for what he felt his
positiafl'"'" and responsibilities
called for, Mordick said.
She urged a review of the
position categories if students
a,e- unhapJ>¥,, but wacned,
"Honoraria isn't a privilege,
it's a reward. Someday we just
won't be able to pay .for the
reward," she said.
' One alternative that could
be explored is giving credits
instead of honoraria for work
performed.
A task force was a lso
appointed to st udy alt~rnative
sources of funding for the
positil>ns of recreational di-

SAC ,
Continued on page 10

1978-1977 Alocatlon

1977-1978 Request

Fln1I Allocation

MEDIA
KVSC

14,826.25

19,669.85

10,795.00

Photo Lab

3,250.00
Revenue- 1,000.00
4,250 .00

3,841.50
1,000.00
4,841.50

3,258.75
1,000. 00
-4,258.75

Chronicle

8 ,700 .00·
Revenue- 28 ,700.00
37,169.00

13 ,427 .00
32,000.00
45,427 .00

8,581 .00
32,000.00
-40,581.00

Wheatsproul

1,370.00

5,161 .85

TOTAL MEDIA

2-4 ,004.75
Revenue-33,000 .00
57,004 .75

MAJOR PROGRAMMING
Major Events Council

66 ,093.00
Revenue-~:=~:

63,985 .50
22,800.00
86,785 .50

-45 ,678.63

-45,694 .25

ABOG

44,500.00
19,200.00
63,700 .00
38,500.00
83,000.00
Revenue-19,200 .00
102,200.00

TOTAL PROGRAMM ING
STUDENT GOVERNMENT AND SERVICES - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1

----

5,412.40

5,819.00

812.25

85-4 .00

ciil1.00

11,932.90

18,537 .59.

1-4,117.00

SES

1,550.93

3,554 .00

1,564:08

Minority Culture Center

3,409.00

-4,590.00

1,160.00

795.00

745.00

739 .00

3,923.31

2,310.00

485.00

(Frozen) 500 .00

Stude!JJ Senate
Student Ombudsrrla;~ ~ l~~-SLAC

Cheerleaders
Aero Club
lnt'I Student Association

5,3-48.00

25,185:08

TOTAL STUDENT. GOVERNMENT ANO SERVICES
CO-CURRICULAR
3,500.00

3,500.00

2,800.00

(Inc . In Music)

2,724.65

1,224.65
Revenue-1,500.00
2,724.65

15,717.00

22,730.00

5,138.00

5,330.00

3,963 .00

17,630.00

17,710.00

1-4,210.00
Aeve_n ue-3,500.00
17 ,710 .00

Winter Economic Institute ·
Opera

,

Music Depa ment{Opera)
Klehle Art GallerY
Theatre

-4,138.85
(Inc. Readers Theater)

Forensics

(Inc. Forensics)

Reader's Theatre
:folkdancers

~

,_

-

65.00

13,532.00

5,875.00

-4,203.00

3,559 .80

2,527.00

1,780.00

1,675.00

TOTAL

4-4,134.65

Revenue-5,000.00
49,13-4.65
~ ~ETICS
Men's Athletics

39,189.70

Women's A!hletlcs

29,616.00

45,016.00

16,885.70

33,169.47

Recreational Sports

-

-...
57,658.00
Revenue-3,200.00
80,858.00

TOTAL ATHCETICS

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Administration

--------~

---------

~

----

-

-47,-494.00
3,200.00
50,694.00
40 ,980.00
~

69.47
127,843.47
Revenue-3,200.00
1311,043.47

22,731 .55

-48,361 .20

SAC f:lefund Account

-4 ,000.00

-4 ,500.00

SAC Depreciation Account

2,000.00

2.000.00

2,000.00

500.00

500 .00

1,000.00

2,123.00

22,000.00

15,1-41.30

20,000.00

20,000.00

Stall Beneflls
Free,.P.alance (77-78)
President Reserve

•

TOTAL STUDENT ACTIVITIES

,.S2,690.75
-4,500.00

15,000.00
70,332.05

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

-43-4 .900 .00
INCOME:
Estimated Receipts
Balance For.ward
President Reserve
Chronicle
Major Events Council
Co-Curricular
Athletlcs
Interest Income
TOTAL INCOME

318 ,000 .00
33,500.00
20 ,000 .00
32,000.00
19,200.00
5,000.00
3,200.00
4,000.00
./

434,900 .00
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Column Two
By MAUREEN MCDONOUGH

By MARSHA WHITE

Q. Is my landJord requiJ'ed to pay Interest on the damage
deposit I gave blm!
,
A. Yes. According to the Tenants Rights Handbook, the
la!}dlord must pay S per cent simple interest.

Q. Wm students be covered by the Student Health ln1nuance
~obey over the summer lf they are, not going to school?
A. If students have taken out the Student Health Insurance
policy the previous fall, winter and spring quarters, they will be
covered for the summer. If not, studCWl~ may pay the $16 fee
and get coverage fo.r the summer:
Q. l wW be Interning ln St. Paul this summer. Do I stW have to
pay all my student activity fees?
A. You can get a $7 refund on the student activity fee that you
pay on your fee statement. Contact tl}e department in which you
are doing the internship and it will contact Student Activities to
get you the refund.
.
Student Ombudsman Service (SOS), 152 Atwood, will be open
. ~-M°.nday-Thursday, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. during final week.

Lutheran Communion
&:oo-

,~m. ·Sunday

.Newman Chapel
19 SO. 5th AVE.
! ST.CIDUD,MN.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11 :AM

FOR Fill

■

c-,.s Nltfery

c>IL252-9300

The
~
"break/as~"'
·.
exp·erts"
·
· .
0,.

Z.,/IHr,

he H:::e:an~aiia:h~u~~t~i:
interesting things.
"The formula called for
alcohol that was about half
wate'r and half alccihol back
then. When I tried us ing
alcohol in the solution, 1
couldn't figure out why it
wouldn 't work," Hacken said.
''Today, we have 100
percent pure alcohol ,'' Re
said, laughing. " It 's kind of
strange,
but
you
need
impurities for makin,g these

things work."
Any moveab le subject, such
The daguerreotypes made as cars or people walking, are
by the nine-mcinber class not recorded on the plate
involved almost three class during exposure.
sessions as well as lab time on
The plate is then processed
weekends.
Approximately over hot mercury fumes to
three to six hours goes into produce the positive image .
making one daguerreotype The daguerreotype process
plate from st.an to finish, needs to be done in the
Hacken estimated.
darkroom with no one around
A dagucrroetype is a silver- "due to the toxicity of the
coated copper plate senstiized chemicals, Hockert said.
to light, exposed, processed
"The process isn't dangerand usually sealed immediate- ous," he said. "You jus1 need
ly in small cases or behind
an exhaust hood to work
under. The space allocationglass to prevent tarnishing
having the room vacated and
and deterioration of the
dark-is the tough pan."
emulsion.
The mirror-like appearance
Hacken said fake daguerreotypes must be hand-held to
and delicate photographic
detail are unique to each sell as high as $500 per plate .
plate, Hacken explained.
He added that th~ piates
.• "Each plate can't be mass being made in the class "arc
produCCd or ~hown with any appro:rching the qual it y ofJffi e
success," he said. "Dagucr- original daguerreotypes when
rotyes must be hand-held to they were in the spotlight. ..
appreciate the fragile details
Collodions. a process yieldin each plate."
ing images on coated glass
Five types of sandpaper are plates. are a lso taught. Some
first used on the plate. All students may make tintypes if
sanding must be done by
there is enough time, he said .
hand . The san<w.Jgls followed
"I'd like to see more done
by a silver coating, polishing through thC course ." he said.
and sensitizing.
"I didn't realize how much
Exposure in a 4-by-S format time the actual processes take
camera
takes
about
10 up of class time."
He said he would like to
:fi~t;:r1:!~~ the shutter at see more time spent on
Photo subjects are much the lectures that would cover more
same now as 140 years ago, he than the two or three earliest
said.
Stable,
unmovable photo process-cs:
objects s uch as buildings,
"Or the st ud~nts could pick
bridges or people (if braced) a type they're interested in.
are common.
research it and come up with a
The Tenth Street Bridge has way of doing ii to make it
been a popular subject for the work, ' ' Hacken said.
class, not only because it is
"You learn to appreciate
close to the processing them a lot more when you try
materials, but1fso because it to replicate the old processes
is one of the older pieces of with our common material and
chemicals " he said.
architecture near campus

~

SPRING QUARTER FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
-...

_

MONDAY

TIME

~

· · iamolu}s
ST

The image of the early
1840's photographer Louis
Jacques Daguerre huddled
in total darkness over his
exposed copper plate and toxic
mercury fumes has come alive
the last two weekends for
members of the Photographic
History· class, taught this
quarter by technology instructor Bob Hockert.
The class includes both an
introduction to famous photo•
graphers until the turn of the
century, their works and
processes and the actual
recreation of photo types and
processes.
.
" In the past year or so.
there's tieen quite a comeback
of old photographs ," Hacken
said . "There' s been a general
~ue·nCss both of old photos
and the processes that's made
this class really nice in
timing."
Hacken said he was able to
recreate and adj ust the old
chemical formulas and processes into usable forms by
researching old libr;ry. manuals
and
experimenting,
primarily during Christmas
vacation.

B
118 Sixth Avenue South

r...:. fl
ASK ABOUT O,l.lR

S~udents relive past process
of daguerreotype photog~a phy

Z

--

.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

MAY 17

MAY 18

MAY 19

.,...,..

..-

8,00 A.M.

10,00 A.M.

9,50 A.M.

CLASSES -

10,J0 A.M.
- TO

ENGL 162,
163
MGMF468

-

9,00 A.M.
CLASSES

11,00 A.M.
CLASSES

8,00 A.M.

c~s

MKGB 250
COMM 346
AMST 102

- MATHIJ!I.MGMF 361

-

MKGB 14-0. 141
MGMF 362
BIOL 202 (SEC.

12,00 NOON
1'00 P.M.
TO
2,50 P.M.
3,10 P.M.
TO
5,00 P.M.

6,00 P.M.
TO
7,50· P.M.

2,00 P.M.
CLASSES

1,00 P.M
CLASSES

MKBG 235
MGMF 467
BIOL 104
(SEC.) 1-8)

MGMF 3 71
ACCT 291.
292. 293

MKGB 336
CHEM 327
SSC! 104

MAT!! 131, 130
HLTH 301
POL 211

TUESDAY
EVENING
CLASSES

HURL 496. 497
WEDNESDAY
EVEN ING
CLASSES

- THURSDAY
EVENING
CLASSES

-

1 MONDAY
EVENING
CLASSES

,

./

12,00 NOON
CLASSES

3,00 P.M.
CLASSES

Spring Chronnies
The "Best utifii:ation of student Protest" Chron°nie is awarded
to Stanley Liszka for his unerring judgement in seeking student
support to maintain his teaching job.
The "See no teacher, hear no complaints, speak no tenure"
Chronnie" goes to Louise and David "Johnson, who refused to
give Liszka another year to complete work on a Ph.D . and keep
his position in the history departmen .....
The "Notable underquote" Chrorinie has been given to SCS
baseball coach Jim Stanek, who after seeing his team lose 26-6 to
Winona and lose any chance of winning the league
championship, said, "The game got away from us. "
The "Perform a death-defying act and almost die" Chronnie
is awarded to Steve Kordiak, who attempted to swim the
Mississippi last month and ended up spending the night in the
St. Cloud Hospital.
The-~-'Sock-it-to-me" Chronnie has been given to the State
Legislat,ur.e and t_he traveling Gov. Rudy Perpioh for hiking
tuition at state universities 10 percent in for the next year.~ .
The "Chug one -down Or pasS it around" Chronnie is rd'oisr
deserved by all the students wl!o took part in the beer-drinking
demonstration on the campus mall during May Bowle.
The "Maintain freedom of speech" Chronnie goes to the
infamous Atwood Arsonist who cl:\ooses to interrupt speeches by
persons he or she disagrees with by starting fires and evacuating
the buil!ling.
The "Work for equity in higher education faculty positions"
Chronnie has been won by the three arbitrators that ruled state
university faculty only deserve a six percent increase in wages,
While community college instructors will receive 18 pe~cent over
two years.
The "Let' s make a deal" Chronnie deservedly goes to the
Student Activities Committee, for cutting clubs and organizations
from funding one day, then mysteriously finding another S40,000
and spending it in 35 minutes.
',
And topping the list of Chronnie winners for spring 1977, is the
Student Senate, who have bestowed upon it the Super-Chronnie
of the quarter:
The "Funny how things work out for the best" good of the
students" award for choosing Mark Duval as next year's
president, depsite a Chronicle-KVSC poll that showed students
really wanted Duval.

Letters
to the editor,
The Qlronlclti ~ ,...,... to ¥Cloe IMilr
Ol)lnloN through 1«1.,. to the edllor, regard'- ol
p0ln! ol view. lAtt.,. m\111: bf tYP"d, dDubl~
#Id oontaln IOr1 ol ldlntlS,,C.lon . Ltitt ... WIii bf
,.-mec1, ., ., tlddr- #Id telep"IOM number la
J helphtl. AnonyJl"IOUII llllt•t WIii not bf ptlnted ,
ll'lhough may bf wllhheld In c:-n&ln CNN. No
form 1«1• wlll bf puballlfltd. The C,,ronloe
the right to edll lenglhy ,.. , .... All 1911.,., ~ turned
lntotMO!ronloe ~ t h e C,,ronlel•'• l)r'09erty and
w1II not bf , .. urned .

r_.....

Beach-clad females
add kerosene to fire
What goes on in a woman's mind?
The man that can answer this should
· be heralded as the greatest thinker of
all time.
Women spend countless hours
applying makC-up, setting hair and
tanning themselves in the hope of
catching a man's eye. But let one man
utter, "Decent looking chick" and we
ai:e bombarded with cries of "sexist

_

Frii-"
Women

Chronhie

Award

wear skin-tight jeans,
cut-offs and miniskrits leaving mild,
mannered men in a breathless stupor.
But let one admirer remark, "Nice
ass" and women scream "exploitation.''
·
.
Women go bra-less, wear sensuous
halter tops. bathe in wet, si{ky bikinis,
leaving nothing to the imagination,
with aspirations of attracting attention. 81.1;t sponsor one wet t-shirt
contest and we are all considered
perverted sex-maniacs.
What can they possibly be thinking?
Do they honestly believe that a normal
"flflte isn't going to be attracted to a
beach-clad female? Do ' they assume,
i_n stead, that men w ill be thinking
about women's rights? I doubt it. If
you're trying to put out a fire, don't
add kerosene.

I was thoroughly appalled by the

Cbrolilcl~se
..+:on mer·,ts publ"1cat·1on
11 I
IM

newadditiontotheMay 10,
By including th~city poster ofthe
Farrah · Fawcett look alike, the
~:;•:w:t:e~e::s a~~ea;!~s~t~:i7yn t:
women's issues. Just in case the facts
have been lost in the shuffle, I'll
repeat them one more time: women
are not _created !o b~ sex obj~cts, w_e

~:~

~i::?.'.;~::~

0
; : ; ~0~•;:;:[ ~:

in this manner. It is extremely
disheartening to see that our
universit}' is actually adovcating sex ist
practices.
Mary Schindler
Sophomore, undecided

In the last editiotlOf each qllarter, it
is traditional to award orga nizations
and persons "Chronnics."
·
This quarter we have the dubious
task of presentil\8 the Chronicle wit h
its own "Chronn ie" for its sexist
advert ise ment for Schmidt beer. Not
only is - it inappropriate, but it is
offensive to the wome n and men who
read the Chronicle.
We suggest the Chronicle use better
taste when choosing ads in the future.

•

Nancy Ogle, senior
MasS communications

-

Criticism of the. Chronicle following the insertion of a
poster from Schmidt beer last Tuesday has been steady
and hard-hitting. The poster, exhibiting a semi-nude
Farrah Fawcett look alike, evoked much anti-Chronicle
sentiment, such -as the letters" printed here. An
explanation is in order~
.
--.
The. Chronicle has . contracted wtth . ~auonal
adv~1sers, such as Schmidt, to accept adverttsmg. No
limitations have been placed on what ads will be
accepted, none will be rejected .- To violate such
contractual agreements wollld hinder future de3.1ings
with national advertisers.
The Chronicle also must consider the question: Who
should serve- as the censor for public morals? This
question was raised earlier in the school year when the
Gay Alliance was temporarily refused ad space. •Just
because the editor happens to be against -any group,
_ such as an abortion referral service, does that give him
or her the right to vent .personal bias in the name of ''the
public good"?
While the Schmidt poster offended many women
because of blatant sexism, the Chronicle did not
consider the Option of refusing the insertion . The
Chronicle will not take up the banner of crusading in the
· Advertising columns-that will remain on the editorial
pages.
•
..
..,
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Mike Scanlan
Senior, economics
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_Machine frustrates despite gentle words
This column has the
. dubious distinction of being
my last creative effort at St.,
Cloud State. On May 20th, I'll
be grllduating from this
institution and with that will
be heading into the real world.
It wouldn't be characteristic
of my style to just devote this
,column to the f0nd farewells I
,could easily be tempted to
:make. Rather, in the tinCst
journalistic tradition, I will
take a crack at one last
untouched sacred cow . This
object of my i,ntense disgust
has haunted me throughout
my career at St. Cloud State. J
can't even couni the times that
I have been thwarted in my
attempts to acheive success
with this object.
No, it's not a girJ or a class,
it's those stupid vending
machin~s.
_ - ...~ -~-~
.I know I'm not alor:i;e_Jn ,my
frustratitln . Just last week, I
saw a friend of mine have an
encounter with this machine
that was so unnerving and
frustrating as to fender my
friend at the end, into a
babbling idiot.
The incident that I refer to

Whafs the

Use? by Mike Youso
started innocently enought. It ed by Bugs' initial effort.
At this point I had to
seems that my friend · just
wanted a can of pop before he chuckle to myself. Here was a
went to class. After the well-educated young nfan.
episode I doubt if he'll ·ever obviously convinced that the
tangle with a pop machine metal hulk that loomed before
again.
..,....
him cou ld feel emotion. My
l was in my usual · study chuckling soon changed to
area, in the cooling confines of quiet disbelief as my friend
Atwood, when this incident continued his conversation
unfolded before me. At first I with the silent giant.
"l know how you like to eat
chuckled, then laughed and
finally cried because of the my money and ·forget to ,eive
me my pop. I know it's
intensity of the moment:
My friend, • Bugs, had accidental and you wouldn't
obviously had some trouble do ti again." Bugs said.
The machine continued to
with that machine before. He
treated it as an old advesary , 1tum, with its red dotted light,
for
corrCQt change , momentarlike a wild stallion needing to
ily flickering.
lie tamed .
"Down
the hafflfi"....~ m
)'
• -"Easy there, big fella," he
said gently as h(;.caressed the friend," Bugs said as he
dropped
the
first
dime
into
the
machine. "Big Daddy Bugs,
has come to put some money change ·slot.
"Now wasn't .that good,"
in you again."
.
The
machine
hummed he added.
I almost expected to see a
coiltentedly, seemingly sooth-

Letters
to. the editor,

Tenure quota,likely

reason for dismissal
Several faculty, after six years of
service to SCS, have been fired rather
than have tenured granted . Staii
Liszta represents the most v0cal of
this group, but there are others.
The Chronicle has n0t been given
straightforward answer!i as to why
people ·well thought of by their
colleagues are being terminated . Let
me propose some possible explanatio~~~ tenure quota. Nobody is likely
to admit that tenure quotas e x ~ t it
is the most likely reason. A few
non-tenured faculty in each department allows greater flexibility in
decreasing the size of the faculty. The
administratioriis cautious about being
"burned" by decreasing enrollments,
such as happCne<l a t ~ e s t State
University, even thougp projections
don'-Hhow much of a decrease at SCS
until thi nexfdecade or even further
down~the line. _
·
.....i-:-Economics. It is cheaper to hir~
new junior faculty every few years
rather than allow these positions to
become higher cost senior faculty.
These people, knowing that their
position is transient, will develop fTtt le
institutional loyalty.
3. Ph.D. collecting. This notion is
that a Ph.D. confers scholarship and
instr"uctional abilities and thal it is
academically advantageous to have as
many Ph.D. faculty _ as possible: /
Therefore , those who have not
completed the final requirements will
not be granted tenure. This is a new
policy at SCS and is not uniformly
applied between colleges.
If;
4.
Management
rights.
The'
administration wants to remind the
faculty that they hold the final decisi0n
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little baby being fed with that
tone of voice being used.
Bugs then slipped another
dime and then a nickel down
the correct change slot with
equal care and assurance. In
the end, I could envision him
taking the machine over his
shoulder and burping it, he
treated it so kindly.
With a momentary sense of
alarm I realized that all that
loving concern seemed to have
gone for naught. since the
machine had not delivered the

and help. but soon realized
that this was one battle that he
had to fight alone.
Before my eyes I saw the
once meek Bugs. transformed
into a Mr. Hyde. His patience
was gone and he was like an
unchecked tornado. Before my
eyes , I saw him destroy that
hulking metal monument with
his bare hands. As he ripped
the machine apart ] 'heard his
hideous laugh. the sign of a
sane man gone craZy .
J/(s he breathed heavily and
pop.
trembled from his almost
The once sedate Bugs was super human effort J detected
now beside himself. No longer a change. He began to cry as
. was he patronizing to the he pointed at the machine and
machine. His tone was started to mumble some
anything but pl1::asant as the unintelligible phrase at the
result of the machine' s machine.
inibility to deliver results.
Suddenly I noticed his
"You stupid machine! Why source of frustration. The
did you eat my money again?'• price had evidently been
asked Bugs. "I don'tbeat and changed on the pop machine
.lbuse you like other people do recenlty. The new sign rCid.
when you don't give them JO cents. As the security
what they paid for."
officer dragged him aWay, I
Bugs was· obviously disillu- heara Bugs cry, "Officer. if I
sioned by the ineffectiveness would have known th e price
of his techniq ue to brin,e the had risen I would have had
desired results. I felt a real a change of heart."
need to go out to the machine

making powers · and that a favorable expressing his knowledge and interest
not alwayf · Present together). A
departmental recommenp.ation may in the subject. These views and ideas terminal degree is usually evidence
not make much difference. These challenge a student and stimulate him
that an applicant knows his subject
powers are very influential on to think ab0uJ the subject in a different
well . Jf a new faculty member Jacks the
depariments and faculty in a time of a light. This exposure to different
terminal degree, as ma ny do, a few
poor job market in higher education. viewpoints helps a student analyze and 1--years evaluation by one's departmenThere are most likely other reasons relate his ~ education to the world tal peers provides all the evidence
that could be quoted. I suggest that exisitng outside
the
university
needed. As fa r as the ability to teach is
tbe Chronicle and the Student Senate campus. He expo_sed me to Africa and concerned, the terminal degree has nq
investigate this. problem. It is in the its history, about :,vhich I knew little; speciaJ significance either way. The
students interest to obtain the best'). he aroused my desire to learn. He only way to prove teaching ability is to
instruction
possible;
e.g.,
the knows his subjects far better than display this ability i.n use. Again, a few
retention of good faculty. I am not many professors 1 have had, and he is' years evalu ation will settle the issue.
suggesting that all entering faculty be very capable of presenting the
In the case of Liszka, there is no
aµtomatically tenured, but I do assert information to the students.
question but that he does have both
that tenure decisions should be made
I feel that he is one of the positive competence in his specialty and the
on clearly delineated criteria.
factors that helps to maintain the liigh ability to ~ his students. Yet the
'
quality of the history departme nt. His administration is determined to
Bruce Ellis dismissal wou ld be a definite loss to 1dismiss him after this quarter, citing
Physics dep~eot both the students and the University. that 1 hi'S degree work, which is
~ progessing well , is not yet finished.
Dan Johnson
We have no assurance that his
F.dltor's note: The folJowlng Is a ·
Alumni,
1976 replacement will have a terminal
copy of a letter sent to David Johnson
Blo-medJcalsclences degree either, for that matter.
vlce-pres~f fgp,;#Nd•mlc
I assert that the reason offered is not
As an alumnus, I am concerned St~~itt~:!r!~t;e;:~:f;/hlsss~c~~~~:
the real reason £~tan's dismissal. If
i,bout the contJnuation of the high
Executive Council unanimously passed
!~=~nw~::~:~~re:,h~:hw~~l~~tve::0~~
quality of education at St. Cloud State
University . It doesn't matter whether th ~.:~~;:i:sg r~~:~~;n: Liszka has
im~ssible these days. They might be
the classes are general education received' strong support from his
ab~to hire his replacement cheaper.
requirements or requirements in a students, his _gspartment's RPT
Besides, Stan 1s · an outs~oken
major field of study; the importance is eommittee, an·d his department
defend~r of_facu_lty and s!udent rights.
that the classes challeng!:._ and chairpe~~~is body, the Faculty
Keepmg m mmd the kmd of budget
stimulate the students' thinking. Associ~
Executive Cou~
statemen~s th~t hav~
~ from th_e
Wi~hout opportunity for a different stron I recommends that he be State Umvers1ty Board_ this_ year, 1t
Viewpoint or aspect of)lny, discipline, grant!J tenure. "
looks as though _tenure IS g?mg to be.the student will unconsciously develop
This resolution, it should be granted rarely m the co~years,
a line of thinking that will be emphasized, received-the unanimous de~endent on older st!frmember~•
unnecessarily biased. .
approval of- the Executive Council.
retirement or death. Jumor f~culty will
This brings me to the main purpose The Faculty Association urges the SCS more a nd more be represented by
of this letter. I feel that an injustice is Adminstration to give this resolution fresh _graduates who are kept ~s
bei~ contemplated not only against a
immediate attention and serious ~;:~:11;;;r~h!~cu!~~m;~:e:v~o o:v;:~
faculty member, Stanley Liszka ~ t:,ut consideration.
granting tenure. That prospect is not
also against the students. It has come
to my attentic;_
m that Liszka is to be
Arthw Grachek ,. gQing to draw out the best efforts from
dismissed due to his lack of a Ph.D.
Pl'esldent faculty, yourig or old.
Well, what to do about it? Rumor
and tenure, which has little to do with
SCS &culty Assoclatlon
has it that there are still some human
his ability as an -instructor. I feel that
his removal will lower the quality of
Several students have recently beings on the second floor of the
building.
education; ihe same quality of shown interest in the case of Stan administrat ive services
education that you desire to raise.
Liszka, whom the administration has Humans d9 sometimes bend to
pressure
when
that
pressure
is great
Liszta is a very qualified instructor. decided to dismiss after six years at
enough. This might be one of those ·
His qualities lie not only in his ability scs.
times.
·
They have a special right to be
to teach a class, but also in his ability
to teach on a one-to-one level outside concerned that all faculty are both
Charles Eckrotb
of class. As for his class lectures and competent in their specjalty and are
Physics department
discussions, he is very adept at abte to teach it adequately (the two are

.:...airs. ·

Musings
With Greg Erickson

Film lists offer variety,
one name in common
From my columns this quarter. it has probably been observed
that I am a film fan.
For my final column of the quarter, I have decided to list the
films that I have enjoyed most since I began watching film as a
form of communication. rl'!,ther than as a way to ease the·tedium
of a boring evening.
.,.
This is not an attempt to list th,e best film!· of all time ·· I
emphasize that these are only my personal favorite s , and reflect
my prejudices and passions concerning film.
1. 2001: A Space Odyssey. This is the ultimate film . Directed
by Stanley Kubrick, it is essentially a visual experience , and has
only 40 minutes of conversation during its two-and-a-half hour
length . The intimations of a struggle between man and his
machines , and those of man' s destiny, can be interpreted in a
radically different way by each viewer .
2. Citizen Kane. Writte.n , directed, and starred in by Orson

Ragti rl)e gu i_tar ace at Coffeehouse
By JIM KELLER

review

The Coffeehouse Apocalypse had its last taste of
music for the

school ye.?,,r

Tuesday night; the last buL
certainly not the least. as Tom
Lieberman
gave a fine
performance for the second
time this year.
·
The promotion poster called
him a " ragtime guita r ace, "
and he certainly lived up tQ
that
billing
Tuesday .
Lieberman's performance was
very energetic and interesting
as he sang and played his way

~~~n~~:;:~~~~! ~~~~;~~;s ~~c~~~~=~n!:::t~!~~

through tunes m&iJ!IY from the

1920's, 1930's, and 1940's,
while also slipping_ in a few
originals from time to time.
What makes Liebe rman's
act interesting is the variety of
his songs , and his kno~ledge
of them . So many performers ...
get UP. and play their songs
without ever telliqg the
audience who wrote\ them or
where . iQCy. ··'tame from.
Lieberm8.ll doesn' t do this. He
introduces the song and
usually gives a brief history of
it , and this really makes the
song easy to listen to, and
inevitably makes his perfor-

: ee~~: :~~~~a
and its Structural complexity. mixed with its pqwerful comme~t
on human values. make it a .stunning, even shattering wor~.
3. Rocky. What c31l I say that I haven't already said, except
that this is the most optimistic fil rfr"'rhave even seen.
4. A Clockwork Orange. Kubrick adapted this film from the
complex and staggering novel by Anthony Burgess, and used
hard focu s to make this vision of the future more frightening
and almost- m0re real than life itself.
s. Bury Lyndon. Another Kubrick masterpiece, this time
based 011 a novel by William Makepeace Thackeray. This is the
story of a man who attempts to change his social statu s and
loses himself, shown in some of the most beautiful images I
have seen. Kubrick studied paintings of the time before making
the film . and the film itself almost seems to be a series of lush
paintings, with celluloid as the canvas.
6. A Man For All Seasons. This 1965 production is an
understated epic about Sir Thomas More, a nd his refusal to
approve a divorce for Henry VIII. Directed by Fred Zinneman,
the film provokes thought about the struggle betwee n
conscience and expediency .
7. All The President's Men , Based on the book by Carl
Bernstein and Bob Woodward , this dramatized documentary
chronicles the beginning of the end of the NU:on White House. By JANICE DETI'Y
An inch-by-inch replica of the Washingtori Post newsroom was
constructed to make the film, and the 'film won a well -deserved
' 'There is nothing like the
Oscar for art direction·. It was directed by Allan Pakula.
high you get from acting. You
8. A Nl&ht at the Open. This 'Marx Brothers classic is can have experiences onstage
considered by many to be their best , and includes the st8.teroom and actually live them, then
scene and the "sanity clause " contract negotiations a mong its relivethem .. . arnilliontimes."
insanity.
·
That's how Kathy Leightop,
9. Yellow Submarine. This 1968 animated Beatles feature was SCS theatre student, feels
in essence the first rock opera . Twelye Beatles' songs were used about her acting experiences.
to back up this,.fantasy of how the Beatle_s ~perland from . Leighton, a junior at SCS, is
the Blue Meanies . This is a fun fihfl'~fricludes som~ transferring to the University
creative uses of"ifi mation .
of Minnesota next year.
10. Triumph of the WUI. This is not meant to be a horror film , Originally from Richfield, she
but is stili the most frightening production I ltave ever seen. It is has had a colorful acting
a documentary on the sixth Nazi Party congress at Nuremburg career here at SCS.
in 1934. At its s implest, it is a tribute to Adolf Hitler , but its
She has appeared in SCS
contrasts, juxtapositions a nd monotonous length make it the productions of several one-act
ultimate exa mple of film as propaganda . To actually say that I plays.and major prodlf&ions of
e njoyed it ~ true. I was chilled and frightened by it , but it is Picnic, Death of a Saleman,
a powerf~l ~xample of the ignoble purposes for which film can Company, ~ m y Talet,
be used.
Street Cafe, Mn. Reardon
That , then, is my list. It was not easy to compile._klany good Drlnb a UUle, Ludlow ,Fair,
film shavebeenleftout , dueto limitationsof space , andmyown Bird bath and most recenly ,
time:_
Hot I Baltimore. She has af:ten
If your favorites are not on the list, I am sorry , but film is a appeared in more than one
personal experience, and these are the film s th at haye had the . production during a quarter.
greatest impact on me, either inte ll ectual, social, or art istic.
Outside rs often don't reThese films have touched me .
alize the amount of time and
To provide an alteTnate viewpoint. I have asked SCS student effort put into a major theatre
Kay Ann Rundell to present her own ten favorite films .
production ," Leighton said.

mance more interesting.
For example, when he did
"Shanghai Lil " the ot!ter
night , he introduced it as "a
song from an old Busbee
Berkely musical that was put
out in 1936. The movie was
called 'Footlight Pa rade' and
it starred Jimmy Cagney
playing the role of a sailor.''
He went on to tell of Cagney's
ship coming in , and of him
searching all the seaport dives
and opium dens of Shanghai,
lookinR - for that special
"Shanghai Lil, " The songs
was a classic with lines like
"the stars that hang high over
Shanghai .. .' '
Liebrman did many other
classics Tuesday night like his
opener, " I've Got a Gal in
Kalamazoo ," and later on
"Chattenooga Choo Choo,"
both•of them old Glen Miller
hits from the early . 1940's.
Other classics in his repertoire
were "That's the Story of
Love, " ' 'Hannah in Savannah , " "Summertime (and the
living is easy)," "Lulu's Back
in Town," and "Sweet
Ge9rgia Brown," which he did

as a very flashy instrumental.
What makes Lieberman' s
performance ·energetic is the
man himself. He really enjoys
performing and makes the
audience enjoy listening. He
has a very unique style : He
can take these old classics,
and make them his own
songs-sing and play them in
l is own unique way.
BJueberry Bill Hood of
KDWB radio has been quoted
as saying : " Tom is the most
engaging and entertaining
performer around , so much so
that we sometimes don ' t
notice what a truly splendid
musician he is.'•
This is probably true.
Lieberman is one of the finest
ragtime guitar pickers around
the area. and he has a voice to
match. He can really bring out
the feeling of a. song by belting
it out or by restraining and \
softening his voice. His
perform ance is spiced with
jokes, gags , and stories to
really mate it a good show.
Lieberman is truly a total
performer.
Maybe Tuesday evening
just proved the cliche that they
do "save the best for last ."

Arts

R0 Ie vane
• ty hOId_S-St Udent'S 1n
• terest
durang
• busy act•1ng career.at SCS

'" In his most recent colu mn, Greg sa id that he saw "Rocky"
for the third tim,: because he is a romantic . I , too. am a
romant ic, except I am a different breed-the hopeless romantic.
"My favorite movies usuall)' are comedies. with romance and
music thrOwn in for good measure. Like Greg, I have drawn up
mv list of Ten Best Movies, so check yourself and see if you arc
a hopeless rom antic like I am."
1. Rocky, Although new, thi s deserves the top spot for several
Moslng11
Continued on page 7.

·
realized others on stage were decisions about . choosing
just saying lines," Leighton roles.
said, ..! 'that's when I wanted to
''The hardest role I evE;r had
show what I could do 1'fflt a was Anna in Mn. Reardon
character."
Drtnb a Uttle. Leighton said,
Leighton is small and very "It also turned out to be my
p ~ t ha~n" t been favorite role because I put so
type-cast at SCS. "I' ve played much into it."
pretty women, ugly women,
On the other hand, she said ,
old ladies, crazy ladies. " I played a nun in a
women my own age and even community theatre production
a ~un. '' The v~riety keeps her once and I just hated it. The
~om~, she said.
.....,.director gave me no direction
Leighton will be attending so it was a pretty flat
the University of Minnesota in character."
the hope that she can a udi~on
At first her pare nts wanted
for the many theatrical her to go into another field in
productions in and around the college but eventually ~
Twin Cities area.
father told her •.that if she
"Training is important," really wanted an &cting career
Leigh~d. "I couldn't be' ~ on witli it but to
in the place I am now without underst~nd th~
the job
it.' All this experience I' ~
market is tough.
had ... l love St. Cloud for it.
"I w,e-acting," Leighton
"The more you know about said , "It gives me energy and
acting, the more you realize 1 give it energy. "
you don 't know . Honest acting
is really all there is ," Leighton
said .
'
Leighton's varied exper:
ience has taught her much
th
:~~:;w~!~!us: t~~~sl 0 : : :· :~:;~on~ct.iifte:n~he~:~n~:
m~~:::~~! ~ music Of\ e
aren't involved in thea_p-e do exhilarating hu sh in the
A concert featuring th e
with their fre e time, but I audience," Leighton said . "It - groups Head~tone. Ju~d a nd
manage io keep my grades is a suspe nded moment when
Homestretch is scheduled for
up.''
you know you have the m in
~aturday from noon to 4 p.m
Leighton has also appeared your ha nd and can' go
m front of At~ood Center.
in community theatre pro- anywhere wit h them. "
The ~ ncert 1s sponso~ed by
ductions. She became interWith the SCS productions
the MaJor Events Council, the
ested in acting as a profession behind her, she h as developed
~~;~de ~::::R:~i~:::ern~~j
when she was in high school. a sense of what she can and
Association . .
'' In ~high school, ~ he~! ~t.£t .'. _c~~.'-! . ~o . an_d . hY, made

Mall concert
noon Saturday
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SCS production provides laughs, tears
Bob Allard only had a few
review dependent on his dykish older
sister. Kathleen Leighton as lines 11-s Suzy's John but he
Hot I Baltimore is written to singiag in the hotel lobby ; the ·Girl. a very flighty young managed to get some laughs.
Roxanne
Tuscany
as
Mrs.
provide a laugh just about
prostitute who could not
Diana Brenke played an
every other line. and a tear or Bellotti, the mother of a decide what she's like to be uncooperative and obnoxious
sli&htly deranged man who called. Valeria DuVernet as desk clerk.
two every act.
The basic plot centers · was being thrown out of the Jackie, the dykish sister of
Th is unlikely conglomeraaround a dilapitdated hotel hotel for stealing the tele- Jamie.
tion of characters made for an
and its residents' inability to phone from his room and then
Linda Hempel gave an inte resting and exciting pe rtrying
to
sell
it
back'
'
"
to
the
cope with change.
interesting performance as formance.
Written by Lanford Wilson, hotel; David Opalinski as a cab Millie, a retired and 'fairly
Hot
I Baltimore
was
the langu age is a little coarse. driver, who o nly had one batty' waitress who is inclined directed by Ramon Delgado,
But Wilson's dialog~ is scene consisting of about six to have premonitions.
assista nt professor of theatre .
convincing. It does· not sound lines near the end of the play
Holli Adkins played Suzy. Delgado showed insight into
false at any time. People do but he gave the audie nce one of the play's· three the characters by cast in g some
talk that way and it is good to plenty of sight gags to laugh 'no-tell-motelers', One of the members who had never been
hear a contemporary play- at; Tenence Foy as a pizza most touching scenes was on stage before at SCS.
wright use language as people delivery boy, Foy had only one between Tucker and Adkins
Laura Martin, assistant
line but he stretched his during a disagreement over director of "Hot I , .. spoke of
really use it.
Some of the
funnier performance out with an job positions.·
this production as a learning
characters were Mimi Tucker Italian accent and quizzical
Edward Eastman played experience for all involved.
as April Green, an ove~eight looks directed towards the ·Mr. Katz. an overbearing
" It's been a rewarding
'lady of the evening' with an clientle of the hotel.
desk clerk who was at best a experience to work with
offbeat sense of humor: Terry
Delgado since he's sort of a
jerk.
Peterson as Mr. MofSe, a
Allan SafraneK played a 'director 's director," _Martin
senile old man that has
well-to-do young man looking · said.
adopted the annoying habit of
for his grandfather with the
The theme of this produc•
' unsolicited help of Kathy tion is tho ught-provoking 10
tiegin with. The one-liners
Leighton.
Steven L. Lorence played about sex and the way some
Bill
Lewis,
the
boring people have of laughing off
midwestern desk clerk who experiences that taken serbecomes involved with the iously would drive them to
perky prostitute (Ka1hy Le igh- CTCilr"s. brought home mixed
ton) but cannot accept her e motions about these self-deprofe§sion.
structive cha racters.
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: reasons. It has such a positive spirit. which is why the s tar.
•- '-'!. ~~ ; . U:~ I !
Sylvester Stallone. says the mov ie gives people "little ·pieces of
. _. :\I\ ·, "ft · : hope." Sta llone·s own success story is similar to Rocky's. Also.
►~- •.._'" ·• ~•.. ~
Stallone's tough -g uy acting charm blends well into hi s
; f -A .
~~reenplay, which ..h~ wrote !n two ~ays. Finally, the song
, , \ "' ~ , Gonna Fly _Now, m the 8111 Conti or Maynard Ferguson
t, 4 .. (
version. is fa~t-paced a nd in spigjg.
~ :1. The Sound of Music. This 1965 gem seems ageless. even
' after three viewings. The mu sic and the o n-location shoot ing in
the Austrian Alps make t!J c;..story of the s inging Von Trapp
family c o ~
Photos by Jackie Lorentz
3. Funn)' Glrl. The mu sic ("People" "My Man") is
Extreme above Is Sm}', Played by HoUy Adkins. Suzy Is one of the 'hotel residents who makes her
living In the hotel, She has Just been left In a lureh when one of her Johns ran oul wlthoul paylng. memorable and Barbra Stre isand gives her a ll as comed ienn e
Above ue [left to right] Adkins as Suzy, Steve Lorence as BUJ the desk Clerk and Kathy Leighton Fanny Brice. One of her better lines was, "You think beautiful
u the Girl. The two prostitutes are belplng t b ~ e r k celebrate the hotel's demi~ with girls are going to stay in style forever? ' '
4. A Hard Day's Night. As soon as the first chord is struck as
c~pagne. Below, are V~Vemet as Jackie and Terry Petersmfis Mr. Morse. The tough,
,bu1lneallke Jackie Is trying to coo old Mr. Morse Into giving her the keys to his room so she can the title rolls, I become nostalgicam,,- enthused about the
Beatle's talent for quips a nd popular rock.
tee If be baa anything wodh 1teallng.
5. Dear Heart. This is a 1964 drama about a romance between
lonely Glenn Ford and lonely Geraldine Page. Their gentle
relationship says a lot about everyone's need to be "loved.
6. The Relum of the Pink Panther. Peter Sell ers was at his
best in this one. As the bumbling In spector Clousseau, h°C helps
us recognize the vulnerability-in each of us. so we can laugh a t
ourselves.
__.-..-7. Whal's Up, Doc? I admired Streisand's cool as she tried to
win Ryan O'Neal's affCct ions. Her romantic ploys to gethis
attention included setting fire to his hotel rooJlllP"!ffffl hanging
-.., from a hig h window ledge .
8. And Now For Something Completely Dlfferent ... Monty
Python fans need no explanat ion here. But if you are unfamiliar
with the British comedy troupe who star in the BBC-TV show
"Monty Python' s Flying Ci rcus," read on. This a ll-ma le ga ng
produces a popular show of bizarre skits, and the movie is a
compilation of the beSt. Any attempt at desCription is
impossible. You' ve "just got to see them to believe them!
9. On the Waterfront. Marlon Brando fought many battles
.against crooked labor leaders." the Mob and his own brother in
this 1954 drama . His rea list ic acting made for many poignant
moment s ls he tried to escape being forced into a life of crime.
10. Blazing Saddles. I ca n't resist incliding this Mel Bfooks
favorite about law and order prablems in the old West.
" I remain the hopeless ro mant ic, and I cou ldn 't be happier. 1
recently viewed ··Rocky .. for the third tim e and have bought the
record. So if you sec someone walking across campus smiling
while humming ··Gonna Fly Now," don't worry. h 's on ly
me .. ..or maybe Greg...
../
·
. '; .' (

. ); .,,, \)

[Photo poll
What is the most important thing
that has happened
during this past year?
Fran Voelker
There are sever~! im portant
developments in my view.
During this year . we have
seen t•he beginning of a new
era iri univetsit)'. 'go'firnance.
· The faculty and -adlninistra•
tion at the state universides
have worked out their new
relationships and have made
collective bargaining a real,
positive force for preserving
the integrity of their in stitu tions and promoting continued
excellence in higher education.
For the first time 1:he faculty
enjoys -clearly defined rights
and responsib ilities , a guaranteed voice in university
governance and a procedure
for settling disputes with the
administration both quickly
and fairly.
In addition. the faculty have

become aware of their ,
colle.ctive potential. Of signifi•
cance in the Inter Faculty
Organization were a new
Constitution and Bylaws, a
~President elected· for the first
time by the entire member• Ship, ara·d a neWly elected,
_ dedicated If(}-.- Board of
Directors. Looking beyond the
walls of their immediatf'
campuses, faculty have begur.
to join hands with their
colleagues around the state to
work actively for common
goals
within
the
State
University System.
As a result, I see faculty
members enjoying a measure
of self-determination and 1
self-respect that they had not
had before ." That is most ·
important.

t,:.:.:::.....:.--••

Tom Byrne
The most important thing
that has happened this year, I
don't think has been tangible.
The students started the year
with a government structure
that was pulled from an old,
all but invalid, University
Con'stitution. Over the year,
the Student Senate worked to
get a footing in University

f::~~~ b:t:des/at::id:ss:~:

Photo by Mlchael Loftus
Student Senate Pres. Tom Bymc.-<

student input.
The structure has started
falling into· place. We then
started to push to get the
knowledge to the students that
they did have a say and a
group of students that was
willing-to work f0r them.
Through a menage of
misconceptions.
,misquotes
- and half-truths. the media
came through for us. It was
poor coverage, but it was
welcome publicity.
· At least the students were
becoming aware. Projects like
the _defe'!!,..of_Mankato in voter
reg1strat1on.
letter-writing
campaign for the three
primary bills and open gallery
on the agenda of every senate
meeting brought the senate to
the public.
If what I think is trUe, and I
think it is, the students on this
campus have become aware of
,,,, their government. If they
begin to use it , this will be the
most important thing that has
happened on this campus.

Photo b~ Mlehael Loftus

Charles Gral

I'm sure I can't put my
finger on the single most
important event of the past
school year but certainly the
visit of ttie ·-North Central
·Association's , accreditation
team last week and the
favorable recommendation the
team is making to North
#' Central is an important
landmark.
A comprehensive review of
the University is made only
once every ten years and full

accr1
is in
affec
credi
fund
deve
enro'
lt
ing t
of
univ,
ably
abou
SCS.

• It is impossible for me to . that it's ·been an exhilarating
year, a time of meeting a
identify any one event during
massive numbe r of new
the past year as the most
people, a curious sense of deja
significant. That, I confes's, is
because I have]:one through a ~ about the return to the
state in which I was born and
very, self-centered period in
my life, a year in which I have . went through school.
been so busy thinking aboµ ~
There are some national
what is h a p ~ e that I
developments to which I could
don ' t have i proper perspecnot be oblivious. The election
.tive on what is going on about
of Carter and his consequent
me.
steps to weaken the concept of
By that I mean I have been
an Imperial Presidency which
absorbed in moving from a
Johnson and Nixon examplivery different type of job,
fied 'i?--- encouraging. Now,
college, community, region,
finally, the new government's
family size and pattern of
pronouncement of an energy
interests to this new life. By
policy seems to me to be the
next year, things will settle
most important single thrust
ore into a routine and there
toward a long-needed chang· · will be a better perspective
ing of life styles in this
from which I cari contemplate
self-indulgent nation . (I obthe events of b~ p u s and
viously a.......+!rfe;.eed with the
nation. For now I'll only say
Puritan Ethic Disease, for I

Photo by Miehael Loftus
Academic Affairs' Vice-President David Johnson.

Mike
Hayman
Perhaps the most important
thing to occur this past year,
as it pertains to residenCC hall

students, was the landslide
defeat of the alcohol-on-Campus bill in the
State
Legislature.
For many reasons, I had
sincerely beli~ved that this
would be the year our state
legislature finally woke up and
legally provi<:\!.:d students the
right they ~ould have, the
right to drink in their home.
Unfortunately, I was dead
wrong.

However, all is not lost. The
time will come when the
student has the right. To roll
over and forget the issue
would be a serious mistake.
We must all take a serious
look at our approach to the
legislature, re-group, and
continue our effort to obtain
the legal "right" as it should
be. To do anyting less wou ld
be a tragedy.
Finally, 1 would like to thank
each and every student
residing in our residence hall
program this past y.ear for
making St. Cloud State
University an "important
happening." So many students have done great deeds
with so little recognition. To
those students, l say thank
you!

LuAnn Mordick
The
Stude nt
Activities
Committee has spent most of
its year reviewing, changing
and develciping policies for the
1977-78 budget year. The
policies are clear, concise and
easily underStood.
One of SAC's tasks was to
articulate the purpose in the
form of a concise state ment.
That statement being:
"The pu1j;ose of the fund
shall be to provide for
ad'ministration of the university activities designed for

ham

editation by North•Central

nportant to us because it
:ts the . transferability of
its, state and federal
ling,

future

program

:lopment anil even future
,llments.

was enremely encourag:o have an objective group
educators from other

1-:;u~~~::;e;t!~:::1~~:IP~~i
mental to regular curricular
offerings."
By agreeing on a purpose
statement, SAC has resolved
some basic
philosophical
differences and beg~n to foc us
on groups that it fund s. As
odiers , understand the com. mittee 's purpose, the number
of inappropriate requests
will dimin~
It has become increasingly
clear that i_t is impossible to
continiie- to fund on the
present level. Therefore, SAC
began to encourage groups to
seek outside funding. A
positive move was to drop the
dues eolicy . Hopefully, this
will help the ◄roups to

ersities report so favoron their observations
it thC liCalth'.and quality of

find all of the talk about
shortages , sacrifice and less
"creature comfort " to be very
exhilarating.)
.1 even see hope now for a
revitalization of our cities as
people find commuting to
suburbia
1

t

or

village _ too

expensive to maintain . And,
because I truly believe cities
maximize freedom and opportunity for people, such a
renewa1 is good news for this
year.
.,,,--

~Lohus

Student Activities Cortmifttee Chalrpenon LuAnn Mordlck.

ha:~!:~~/; ~·!~::::~~:
its bad ones. It's difficult to
find one event which stands
out _ as being the most
· 1rnportant. Each separate
tvent was probably the most
important one of the year to a
.certain segment of the
population.
To me f>ersonally, the
substantial improvement of
KVSC stands out as 'the most
important. The station haS
reached itrlOth birthday with
more listeners and a higher
degree of quality than ever
before.
However, if one looks at the
campuS as a whole , I feel the
energy shortage was the most
important event of the year. It
was a situation that affected
everyone . Thermostats were
lowered,
buildings
were
closed for certain periods of
time, classes< relocated, etc.

0

:a~hsi:t:~ ~!~~:~

\

-

:~:i:~1:
some small sacrifices and with
some timely help from the
weatherman, we made it
·- - - t - -~
wth_rontuegrh another Minnesota
.
_
1
.
.
1. .
1~
So life goes on at St. Cloud
r
State Ufiiversity. Time rushes
'
\\ ...,.
by too quickly to look bac~ on
past experiences; . we must
look ahead to the future. The
past yeat has been a good qne
for me at SCS; I hope each of
you can say the same. Maybe
someday, we' ll a I have the
time to think back on our many
experiences here , not all of
them good I'm sure, but then
rou must always take the bad
with the good. Ju st hope the
percenta'ges come out in youf •
favor.
I would like to thank
everyone at . SCS for the
opportunity to serve you
through KVSC.
Photo by Jackie Lorentz

subsidize their , respective
organizations.
Y.,:hen enrollment .4rops,
SAC funds drop, and when
those funds drop, if SAC has
not encouraged clubs, organizations, and departments to
secure much of their own
funding, they will fall by the
wayside . At this point the
entire campus will suffer.
The
Student
Activities
Committee is here to serve the
students. The members of
SAC never lost sight of this
fundamental purpose . With
the dedication and concern
that the committee members
displayed, they have develop•
ed a , final budget that is
reflect ive of the student wants
and needs on this campus.
And to these committee
members displayed, they have
members, the students on this
campus Owe much to Rick
Caldecott, Jerry Fladmark,
Mustafa
Siddiqui,
tsruce
D~is, Kevin Costigan, Patricia Potter. Al Lease, Nick
Lafontaine, J anet Warnet,
Cyndy Kaufman, and special
thanks to Ron Ca ll!lhan.
In terms of future committees, I believe this committee
has begun some stro_!!g
groundwork .
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SAC

Central Minnesota's

Continued from p&ge 2
l'ector and the Student Legal
Aids Center ($LAC) lawyer.
Earlier in the meeting, the
two positions were cut from
the budget after heated
debate among SAC members.
The
motion
was
later
rescinded.
" This committee cannot
continue to fund permanent
positions," SAC member Al
Lease said. "It would be far
wiser to contract with a far
more 'experienced attorney."
Bruce Davis argued "that
a more experienced attomer
might not be familiar with
student rights ...
The motion was made to
return duties of the recreational director to the Health,
Physical Education ai1d Recreation department and use
Sl0.000 from SLAC to contact
other professional legal set.vices . •. - . ..- •ie-:·
"We shou-ldn.!.t fund these

two positions ," Mordick ;aid.
"We're not an employer,
we're an activities committee
and should . be working -with
giving money to activities on
this campus."
She said SAC has recommended these positions not be
fund ed after next year.
"The final budget, I think,
is very reflective of the
general overall purpose of the
committee and refl ects the
student needs and wants on
this campus," she said.
She added that over ISO
hours were involved in
formulating this year's budget.
"One thing this committee
should show people is to be
awfully carefu l in
their
re9uests," she said. "It' ll be
the same thing next year , only
tougher."
The SAC budget now goes
to both the Student Senate ahd
Graham. The se nate may
make recommendations for
changes in the budget, but
Graham has final jurisdiction
on whether to approve the
budget.

-

A Tacorrific way to say thanks!

ONLY Professional

3

Sound & Light Co. ,

""""DEUK

MUSIC PRODUCTIONS

917·1 /2 ST. GERMi'.IN

Hardshell
Tacos

$1

and

Coke

SUITE 203

STRINGS

3:00 Thursday

FENDER
F-150
S2.6J
GIBSON
740
$2, 76
P'ADDARIO
XL
S2.76
GHS
Boomers
$2.57
.,
Gus
SJ.42
We repair Ji makes of guitars and PA
ampllflers. Sound system and guitar amplifier
rentals are available.

afternoon to
Friday closing
May 12 & 13

Coming Soon:·

TACO JOHN·s.

Marshall Amplifiers
HOURS: IVlon. thru Fri.
a.m. to noon, 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Other Hours by AppQlntment

8:00

253-6846

~~nc

30 NORTH 10TH AVE. ,
OPEN 11 a.m . till i _a:m.

_ ,.,-..,...;..

A long time ago in a galaxy jar, jar away. ..

T""'NTIETH CENTUl1HOX P,es,n<>

A LUCASFILM LTD pr,()[)LJCTION

STMWMS

NEED TIRES?! I

-~

Used tires $5.00 aqd up
Retreads

$19 all sizes

All Major l!!.ands ·,Low Prices,
~

~""'"'l MMlK HAMILL HAP.PJSON Foru:> C.AMJE FISHER
PETER CUSHING

~
EC GUINNESS - l
Wotton""""''"""" by GEORGE LUCAS
by GARY KURTZ,,,.,,,, by JOHIII WILLIAMS
!PGj"."'.'.'.· ·.,;@ PANA'1SKJN· Pn/NT';Ot'DEW1E" TlDNCOIO'\" ~
-

"°""""

Michelin Tires

All Sizes 25% off
suggested retaU prl~
Eleclronic Spln Balance
$3,00 per wheel
eliminates vlbraUon
problems •
welghttt
included.
FREE Mounting on all ,
stand,1rd wheels

Tire Shoppe .Ltd.
349 2nd Ave. NE
Waite Park,. MN
one block east ot Plywood
Minn~sota off 3rd Street NE

Tel. 251-0361

Star Wars opens May 25th in these citi~s:
PHOENIX- Cine Cap1 i
NEW YORK - Asto1j;laza
SAN OIEGO -Valley Ci1cle
NEW YORK - 01pheum
, MINNEAPOLIS -SI Louis Paik
HICKSVILLE - Twin
PHILAOELPHIA - E1ic's Place
. PARAMUS - RKO
PENNSAUKEN -E1ic I
MENLO PARK - Cinema
LAWRENCEl/lLLE - E1ic 11
BOSTON - Cha1les
CLAYMONT - E1ic I
CINCINNATI - Showcase Cin I
- FAIRLESS HILLS- E1ic II
DAYTON - Dayton Mall I
PITTSBURG~ - Showcase
OENVER - Coope,
PORTLANO - Wes1g,1e I
ROCK ISLANO (Milan)-Cinema 3
SALHAKE CITY - Cenl!e
OETROIT - Ame1icana i
SAN FRANCISCO - Coronel
• LOUISVILLE - Cinema I
SACRAMENTO - Cemury 25
KANSAS CIT Y- Glenwood I
LOS ANGELES - Avco I
22 A
GR. ORANGE - Cl\y Cen11e I

§~~T{~1~1/:"ltJ

WASHINGTON - Uplown
TORONTO - Up1own I
"CHICAGO -Rive, Oaks I
"CHICAGO ~dens 2
'CHICAGO - Yo1klown3
'CHICAGO - EsQui1e
"DALLAS - N011hPa1k 2
-~oUSTON - Galle,ia 2
"DES MOINES - Rive1hill
"INDIANAP0LIS - Easlwood
' OMAHA - Cin. Ceme,
"MONTREAL - Wes1mom SQ
"VANCOUVER - Slanley
·sr. LOUIS - Creve Coeu,
. "Opens May 271h

Chronicle

STARTS TONITE 7:15 & 9:15
THE SCARIEST COMEDY
OF ALL TIME IS BACK.

summer
subscriptions

tOUMC
Ci.nenw. 70

MAT SAT

& SUN 2:00

Ill'

11"\t

I

7:·::

fRAHKEHSlHi

ffl •~-~--.
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STARTS TONITE 7:15 & 9:00

Opening Sale

"Will have you shrieking with terror ...
and keep you screaming for days."
- Ru Re e d NEW YORK DAil Y NEWS

E-ZWOOD

THEM MUST FOA.EVER 0£
A GUARDIAN AT THE GA.T£

&-

FROM HELL ...

·smpneI
the~-

-wATERBEDS
Featuring:

STARTS TONITE 7:30 & 9:15

MAT SUN 2:00

Waterbeds Unfinished Furniture
Mexican Imports California Pottery
618 Division
Next to the Matadof Bar

Ci.nemo Orts

STARTS TONITE

\'

,

PLUS

' 'BONNI ES-Kl DS"
0.-11

111 SHOW

fOIF IICOIIII INiy ·at fht Molllf 0.tlt

AT DUSK

STARTS TONITE

·Munl~.~DetJi .
"DRIVE - IN"
1st SHOW

AT DUSK

CW
l',l)I

thentre
I

,1

- NoRTHWESTERN

BANK

Of St.Cloud

M~~NarltMt9tl l noorporalor ·-

-.,,a1c:
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Erickson signs free agent contract with Raiders
rQOkies acclimate themselves.
He will be the only free agent
SCS quarterback
Steve in the camp, Erickson said.
"I don't know what my
Erickson was known for his
arm and not his speed during chances are," he sajd. "They
his years of throwing bombs to
John Kimbrough.
But Saturday, he beat the
fleet wide receiver to the
dotted line and signed a
colltract with the Super Bowl
champion Oakland Raiders.
Overlooked in the recent
National
Football
League
player draft, Erickson· signed
as a free agent for what he
said in a telephone interview
Monday
is
"above the
minimum salary." Free agents ir. th~ NFL receive a
minimum of SIS,000 per year.
Kimbrough was taken on
the third round of the draft by
- ttieie:Buffalo Bills and is still
negotiating h~s pact.
Erickson is- attending the
Raider's rookie camp this
weekend. The special session.~_photo by Jackie Lorentz
is held prior to the start of the Steve Erickson
regular training camp to help
BY JOHN MIKES

I

have excellent quarterbacks
out there. l ' m just happy to
get a chance."
The Raiders, who did not
take a quarterback in the
draft, carried three on their
roster last season. All-Pro
incumbent Ken Stabler was
backed up by former Nebraska
star David Humm and Mike
Ray. Rookie J eff Blount will
return after being injured in
tra.ining camp last year and
spending the season on the
injured reserve list.
·
Blount and either Humm
or Ray will be at the rookie
camp to help Erickson learn
the Raider system
and
receivers, Erickson said.
.
Among the receivers Erickson will be throwing to this
July are Cliff Branch, tight
end Dave Casper, and Super
Bowl MVP Ft;ed Biletnikoff.
"lfll I?~really exciting," he
sa'i'n7""--'-'''1'hose are the • big
names that you see on the
sports pages and television.
It'll be well worth the trip-a

super experience. I'm going to
give it my best shot . "
The six-foot, .185 pound
Erickson is a 1973 graduate of
Minneapolis
West
High
Scl;tool. He was a first team
All-Northern Intercollegiate
Conference (NIC) selection in
1975 and ranked second

nation~lly in NCAA Division 11
passing statistics.
In 1976, he completed 151
passes out of 278 attempts for
2,291 yards, 20 touchdowns,
and 18 interceptions. He led
the NIC in passing with a
171 .7 yards per game and was
second in total offense.

Women's tennis team
prepares for state meet

order to qualify for regionals," Whitlock said. "A lot
SCS's
women's
tennis depends upon the draw for the
team,
coached
by
Dee meet. We do not want to meet
Whitlock, is preparing for the up with the number one or
state championships at Carl- number two persons right
eton College this weekend.
away. That could be " down
"There I are only four full fall. The kids on our team have
school teams which can enter been .playing ' super_ gOQP, ...
in the meet, " ·Whitlock said, tennis this week. We are
including four singles teams hoping to take second in this
and two doubles teams. In meet."
or"aer to qualify for a team to
There are some at-large
go, all the coaches of the .position~ open for the regional
college teams voted on the tournament but a lot will
teams that they felt are the depend upon the matches
strongest
in
Minnesota . 6etween qualified teams, she
"The first ch!Sell was the said. •
University ~f Minnesota, we
"We will almost certainly
were second, followed by be taking some girls down to
Carleton and then Gustavus . regions, but we are hoping to
These teams make up the first take the whole team,"
hall"of the meet 's enteries, Whitlock said. "It 's just a
with the other half coming matter of getting the most out
from the at-large, or individ- of everything we've put into
ual player positions," she the practi~es. All the girls
led the team in runs . scored said.
t
have gotten into a good frame
with 24. Decker was second
In singles competition for of mind for the meet and are
with 22 .
, SCS, Sue Fischer, Laurie anxious to get there and
As a team, the Huskies hit Fisher, Gail Haug, and Dawn play."
.264 and scored 118 runs. Peterson will be trying for
Last week, the team met
They struck out just 33 times wins. The doubles teams will tweleve other sch001s at the
in 767 total at bats.
have Fischer and Fisher, and Mankato Invitational
and
No pitching statistics were- Haug and Pet.w!On playing came out on top. There was a
available as thiS went to press. together:
··
possible 15 poi~ts to gain, and
, Zeimer forsees a possible
"The Univers_ity of Minne- SCS won with a total of 13
hitting problem next year.~ is rate'd·'1lhead of us, but I points. The next closest team
Most of the players play s1tffll"'"'"""et we have a good chance to was Mankato with 6 points.
pitch softball in the summer, go on to finals, " Coach
Championship
singles
she said. Hitting against a Whitlock commented. "Sue matches found Sue Fischer
slow pitcher upsets their (Fischer) and Laurie (Fisher) with a first place, Laurie
timing and causes them to are seeded number two in the Fisher with second, and Gail _
develop sOme bad hitting doubles competiton. " -.,_
Haug with third. In doubles
habits, she said. Scoring for the meet is a competition, Chris Andresen
''Psychologically, • they little different from other and Deb Tennant found a
don't think they can hit a fast meets. 'In the final matches , victory with a first place win.
pitchei," she said. "They for every match that is won,
SCS's women's dual tennis
don't have any confidence. the winning team receives a record now s t a n d s ~
They wait t«r long before point. Consolation wins are two losses were "B'o'ffito the
deciding to swing.
worth one-half point. The two Unive~sity of Minnesota.
• ~ J a y slow pitch ~ s with the most point~
According to Whitlock and her
because they don 't live where_ of the four will go on to players, this .s:eason has gone
there is a fast pitch team. This Regionals.
by pretty...fast,, in fact a little
year there will 1:te a fast pitch
"We need to bCat both ~
fast .
state high school .!9urnament. Carleton and Gustavus in
I hope that this will increase
interest in fast pitch ..l'd like to
see more fast pitch teams."
"Am really pregnant?"
Overall, Zeimet is confident
in her outlook for next season
It's comforting to know
and sees the Huskies as
contenders for the state title.
"The outlook is good," she
People h~re In your comsaid. "We're losing only two
munity. Friends who will
players (Slegh and third
h•lp you . •xplore your ol baseman Cindy "Brooks"
ternatlve1 If pregnancy 11
Neisen) and returning an
dlstressf.ul at this time.
experienced pitching staff
(both Zeig and Gilbertson
l!IRTHRIGHT
return). Moorhead (second
T.he caring friend
this year) is losing a number of
players. We should be one of
Fr- pregnancy testing,
the main contenders along
· confldenHal help,
rop H!slons Wedn•sday p.m.
• with
the
Unive'rsity
of
2534848
Minnesota,"
By DAYNA JOHNSTON
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~4-8 record pleases softball ·coach ·
good job getting to third
place.''
, ·
Both Decker and Slegh flit
The women's softball team
finished their 1977 season .400 in the tournament and
Saturday with a third place Decker had two home runs.
finish in the state tournament Slegh also impressed people
and a 14-8 overall season at the tournament with her
record.
play around first .base, Zeimer
Rightfielder Pat Decker and said.
first ·baseman Patsy Slegh
''She was the only first
were named to the all-tourna- baseman there with any
inent team, the first time an footwork," she·; said. "The
all-state team has been picked others just planted a foot and
in any women's sport.
stretched. Slegh moved her
The 14 wins w.ere a season ~ d w e l l . "
record for the Huskies, w h o s ~ i the season...::12,eckei led
seasonal ~mance pleased the team in hitting with a .338
coach Gladys Zeimet.
batting average and four home
"Yes, I'm definitely pleas- runs' while striking out only
ed," she said Wednesday. twice in 78 trips to the plate.
"We had two rookie pitchers Deb Lehner was second with a
(Sue Zeig and Julie Gilbert- .341 average and Zeig third at
son)-Zeig pitched in only .314.
tl\t._.~ames last year and
Zeig led the team in runs
Gilbertson didn't know that batted in with 17. Decker and
she ~as a pitcher until March. Lehner had 15 each and Carol
' Tm very pleased.
did a Bemis knoc_led in 11. Bemis
By JOHN MIKES

we

I

:::~::: t:t:!~f:d c:;~

Patsy Slegh

Patti Decker

One-hitters win
softball tourney

over Whiz-kids
Hard play, sun and beer
were the main ingredients of
Delta Sigma Pi's slowpitch
softball tournament Saturday
at W.hitney Park.
The 10-team tournament
was won by the One-Hitters
who t09k the S50 first place
prize. They beat the Whiz-kids
in a wide open 16-4 game.
Slip Bar and Grill slipped by
the Master Batters 10-8 to
wrap up third place.
In the consolation game,
John

Foster's - Whobbies

squeaked by in a thriller 8-7.
Bruce Davis of Delta Sigma
~i said the tournament was a
success and was pleased with
the crowd that showed up for
the games.
-- "We~0pe this -will be an
annuai -event," Qt\.vis said .
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Athletics receives additional funding
By KE:-! LEWIS and
JOHN MIKES

In a scene reminiscent of an
old cowb0y movie, SCS Pres.
Charles Graham and the
Stud·e nt Activities Com~ittee
(SAC) financial cavalry rode
into the SAC appeals process
Tuesday night and rescued
men' s and. women's athletics
from the budgetary Indians.
· Through the effons of
Graham and-<' SAC, $40,000
was added to SAC's budget
fund for next year. $13,000 of
this went to athletics, raising
allocated funding for next year
to over $88,000.
Before the rescue, both the
men and women had been
faced with possible cutbacks
in programs, according to
Men's Athletic Director Noel
Olson and Women's Athletic
Director Gladys Zeimer . ..

"We would have had to
cons ider some severe sports
cutbacks (if no
budget
increase had been made),·•
Olson said Wednesday. " We
would have had to either
cutback on the number of
events or.
as a final
alternative. drop a sport.'·
"We went to the appeals
and told 1:hem where we
were," Zeimer said. ··we
were faced with either cutting
back contests or cutting back
sports."
SAC had slashed S20,000
from the origina l request,
leaving
the
budget
at
S75,251-$40,289:70 for men
and $34.961.30 for women.
The increase in funds left both
. Zeimer and Olson pleased. ·
'Tm totally satisfied ,"
Olson said . ··1t is the fairest
that athletic funding has been
since l've·been here: We got a

very fair settlement."
"We fe el that this was
fair," Zeimer said. ··we·re
very pleased wit h the funding.
We feel that the women don't
have infE!rior funding compared with the men. We have
the money to offer our women
a program comparable to what
other schools offer their
women."
Despite the increased funding for next year. Zeimer said
she believes rising costs will
continue to plague the athletic
budget in the future.
"Transportation is one of

our big problems,·· Zeimer
said. '·Food expe nses have
not changed for six years. But
transportation costs
have
increased."
Tra nsportation had been
budge1ed for this year at SSc
(°, '!r mile. Actual cost was 85c
_"lcr mile , Ol son sa id.
"The possib ility exists that
·1,1c will reach a poi nt where
something will have 10 be
done,:· Zeimer said. '·And
we' re not the only school 1hat
will have 10 face it. Everyone
will have lhe same prob lem .··

Lack of indoor facilities
hampers track season

compared to the teams with
indoor facilities.
'- ~
· A season Coach Bob Waxlax
This year' s - freshmen will
termed as satisfying has constitute a ·large part of the ::r;- ...
ended for all but a few of the team next year. and Wax lax
SCS men 's
track
team pointed out a few he expects
members.
will be the biggest help to the
Four will go on to compete team .
particularly
Mike
Dumant and pitcher Paul •Burt in the NCAA Division II Schwinghammer and Ron
also saw action for the Huskies championships held · May Kaczor in the intermediate
this season.
26-28.
hurdles
arld
shot
put,
Dave Mingo led a young
Steve Johnson eJ._1d - Paul respectively.
SCS pitching staff with ;tt 5-2 Nelson, co-captains for the
"Schwi nghammer clid an
record and an earned run team, qualified in the mile and outstanding job fo r us nearer
average of 3.60 runs per steeplechase
events,
re• the end of the season. He was
game:
spectively. Dave Resseison the leading freshman in the
In the NIC, Mingo compiled also qtplified in the steeple- intermediate hurdles," Wax•
a 5.1 record with 3k9 chase , along with Tony lax commented . He a:dded that
strikeolits and 25 hits in 36
Shockenscky in the three-mile. Kaczor's performance in the
and two-thirds innings. SCS
As far as improvement went shot was to be commended
Sports Information listed his in the
season,
Waxlax also.
,
conference ERA as 2.95 while summarized that the team as a
"We have a lot of young
he NIC Sports News in whole improved greatly from people coming back next
Moorhead listed it as 3.44.
the indoor season to the year, " Waxlax said. "Our
"The NIC statistics are outdoor season. Lack of hurdle crew should do real
computed from the game stats facilities hampered the Hus- well, along with the sho and
sent in by the home team of ties from making any large discus." He added that the
each game,
said Sports moves toward impr~ ment.
javelin and some sprinting
Information
Director. Bill
"We have an excellent events wil be lacking also.
Lynch. "With different official outdoor facility," Waxlax
The loss of Johnson and
scorers at each game, the said. "But 't'~ are really Nelson through graduation
statistics tend to differ."
~ f o r indoor."
will be felt deeply in the
Whatever his ERA, Mingo
The lack of indoor facilities distance events, according .to
has had a fine season for SCS. may have been the biggest Waxlax.
"We expected it from reason SCS did not place
·'Those two in themselves
Mingo and he lived up to our higher than third in the will leave a big hole. They did
expectations," Stapek said.
conference mee! held last an excellent job all year and
Dave Nilson finished 3-2 for weekend, accordmg to Wb: - we'll miss them," he added . .
SCS, Jim Stubbs 3-1 and Joel lax. Moorhead and Winona,
The annual alu lmni meet
Peterson 2-3 to complete the both with indoor facilities, will be held at SCS Ma}' 14 and
starting rotation for SCS.
placed first and second in the will work around the Alumni
Reliever
Jim
Connelly conference meet .
football game. "We'll be
compiled a
~ record , _ "It's been proven that there running events all a~
including a win in the IS a dire~ relation ship with just. any alumni and
Huskie~ra-inning win between practice and better- students who were and are on
over Southwest.
ing-""iiYoi:or skills," Waxla~
track team," Waxlax said.
Reliever Doug Lemke fin- said . "W hen we have to wait The meet will be mainly a
ished 1-1 on the year and Bob until April to get outside , it social event - for alumni 1
Graden 0-1. Dave Pryzbilski doesn't leave a lot of time for vearattS, according to Waxwas 0-0 in two appearances.
practice."
lax.
"The san{'e team we played
He added that until SCS has
"I had an excellent bunch of
in the final series will be our an indoor facility, he doesn't top-notched men to work with
starting team starters at the forsee the team coming out this year," Waxlax concluded, · beginning of next season," high
in the conference "and I enjoyed it very much."
said Stanek, whose team had
no active seniors this season.
Senior Mike Bialka missed
the season due to surgery on
his pitching arm, but he is
Hey, all you disallusioned joggers.
planning a comeback for next
Are you still bummed out over not getting your Coveted
season.
Great River Run T-shirt after last Saturday,'s run? Dispair
"Mike will use this year as a
no more .
/
red-shirt year," Stanek said.
The fruit of your 45 minutes of labor has ripened and it
"His arm is sound . He's in a
is sitting inside a cardboard box in the corner Of a dark and
reCo~~itioning process right
empty room at the St. Cloud YMCA. So walk. jog or take a
now
bus over to the Y and pick up your shirt.
Wear it proud ly this summer. You ·deserve it.
By C. FREUNDSCHUH

Basebaltteam finisheslourth
By DAN GRISWOLD

Strong hitting and outstanding play in the middle of the
se8so; highlighted the SCS
baseball team' s season this
spring, according to Coach
Jim Stanek.
The Huskies finished 15-14
overall for the- season and 12-8
in the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference, incluqing nine
straight
conference wins
•during midseason.
The Huskies hit .285 as a
team in the NIC, led .by
_ outfielder Gary Frericks and
thirdbaseman Chuck Engel.
Frericks was the third leading
hitter in the conference and
with a .4?8 average and Engel
was fourth af .370.
"Frericks, Engel and Jacobson all hit extremely well for
us during the season,'' Stanek
said.
First
baseman
Dennis
Jacobson hit .310 in the NIC
and .385 overr,'iiicluding 18
runs batted in.
The Huskies started the
season slowly, lo~ing five of
their first seven non•conference games and splitting their
first eight NIC games.
" W ~ ' t get things
together ,early in·the season,"
Stanek said. "But ·we started
to jell about when we played
~ Southwest State series.';
During the series._played
April 22-23 at St. Cloud
Municipal
Stadium,
the
Huskies railed twice in the
·bottom of the seventh inning
to wi.Ji games andsweep tlfe
four game series.
·

FUTURE CPA'S

-c

LEARN NOW llBOUT THE
NEXT CPA EXAM

er.
"Kubal played well for us,"
Stanek said. " It 's tough to hit
well when you're primarily . a
defensive specialist.
_ Despite his ·limited \.playing
ttme 1 Kubal smacked out 11
base hits in 28 at bats fo"r a
.393 average.
Infielders Mark Shea and
Mark Enger, catcher Linus
ti

MINNEAPOLIS

612-823-1007

OURSUCCESS!Ul SlUQEIITS U'~fS[III

1/3oFUSA
OURSES BEGIN MAY 26

SCS went on to sweep
_doubleheaders from Moorhead State and University of
Minnesota-Duluth, before losing all four games to Winona
State in the season :s ftiiale.
"I anticipated us finishing
higher in the conference;"
Stanek said. The team
finished fourth behind champion Winona, the University of
Minnesota-Morris and Bemidji State.
r
Individually, Frericks had
an outstanding year for SCS.
The six-foot, 180 lb junior,
who is also a defensive back
on the football team, hit .388
in 29 games, including six
doubles, a triple, three home
rims and 20 runs batted in.
Frericks led the team in
gatrles with 29, at bats with
103, hits with 40, ·, doubles,
runs batted in an_d batting
average .
_
Anothe,&Js;ading hitter for
se4' Wis~gel, who_R~tted
.375 in 23 games aria,aiong
with Frericks, led the team
with three homers.
John Gloege, the team' s
designated hitter, batted .305,
catcher Steve Knapp .286,
infielder Gerry Vierzba ..266,
outfielder Larry Schlagel .231
and outfielder Rick ·Grewe
.220.
Freshman Bob Hegman
stepped in at S hortstop and
played regularly the second
half of the season.
"Hegman showed maturity,tl Stanek said. "It's
our number .one shortstop for
next season."
Sophomore Greg Kubal saw
plenty . of action for the
Huskies as a reserve outfield-

a

NO~
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River Run-T-shirts at YMCA
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Events Calendar

I

Notices

I

Meetings

Springfllng-Thlrd annual St. Joseph Springfling at St. Joseph ,__ _ _ _ _ _ __
Park. Food, evening dance, carnival, all proceeds to Park p.:~~~:11; ~ ; : a~d~~u~~~!:~~
Development Fund, sponsored by the St. Joseph Lion s and the Eastman small gym. New
Jaycees. Through Saturday.
'
members are welcome. For more
Women's tennls-MAIAW tennis at Carleton. Through Information call 252-0895 or

MISCELLANEOUS
May Is Better Speech and
Hnrlng Month . It you have any
questions about your speech and
or hearing , call 255-2092 or stop
In at speech pathology department, upstairs In the education
building.

Saturday.

252--4563.

Saturday, May 14

Synchronettes meet for open
practice Tuesd,11y and Thursday
Attention filmmakers. BWANA
7-9 p.m. In the Halenbeck pool. Production, wlll be sponsoring
Everyone is welcome.
regular showings of student films
In Atwood Theatre. Students are
The CEC 1prlng picnic will be encouraged to submit their
Sunday from
1-4 p.m.
at masterpieces In 8, S-8, or 16mm
Riverside Park .
lo the ~BOG Film Comrr(!ttee for
review at any time. Individual or
UTVS General meetings are group presentations will be
every Monday at 4 p.m. In the scheduled, and publlclty provided
Mississippi Room of Atwood. for all programs. For more
News meeting will · follow the Information contact C. Mark
general meeting. UTVS Pro- Sakry at 253-7284.
gramming
Committee
meets
An-yone having a National
e-.;ery Thursday 9-12 in Room 10,
Riverview TV studio. Anyone Defense/Direct Student Loan
Interested In helping UTVS is must attend an Exit Interview.
encouraged to attend any of these They WIii be held Wednesday at 3
meetli:igs and stop by UTVS office p.m., Thursday at 11 a.m. and
Friday at 1 p.m. in Room 113 ,
Room 127 Stewart Hall.
Administrative Services Building.
If you cannot make any of these,
~
stop in the Business Office, Room
122,
Administrative
Services
Inter-Varsity Chrl1tlan Fellow- Bulldlng , and make arrange1hlp group meets for prayer at 4 ments for one.
p.m. Monday-Friday In the Jerde
Room of Atwood. • Everyone ls
The final theatre production of
welcome .
the year, Lanford Wilson's HOT L

Football-University of MinneSota Intra-Squad Scrimmage,
1:30
Selke Field. Cost: S1.S0for adults and SI for students
and children. Tickets are on sale in Halenbeck Jlall, Director's
Office , and Fitzharris Athletic Supply Co.~ lbs S. 7th Ave.
Men's track-Alumni meet II a.m . at SCS.

e,m ..

Sunday, May 15

Faculty Recital-Albert Moore will play trumpet and Charles
Echols will play organ. 4 p.m., St Mary 's Cathedral. Free.
Jazz Concert and Picnic-Jazz Ensembles One, Two and Three
will play jazz selections with The Dixie Kings, 12 noon-9 p.m.,
Wilson Park. Free.

Tuesd~~~:~•Y 17
Guest Concert-Contemporary Jazz Ensemble at the
University of Minnesota-Morris. 8 p.m., Recital Hall ,
Performing Ans Center. Free. ·
FrfdaY, May 20

Spring commencemcnt-10:30 a.m., Halenbeck Hall main
gym . Free.

Thanks
, for Your Support!
Have a Good Summer See You
_Next Fall!

_..-;, . ,

Religion

Alt!H'S
LIQUOR.
e a nice summe

Anyone driving to Rapid City,
S.O., please call Paul Johnson at
251-3260, as the Newman Center
needs help getting clothing to the
Lakota Sioux people south ol
Rapid City.
ABOG
and ~ MEC
Concert
CommlttNI and I.R.H.A. will
sponsor an Outdoor Concert
featuring bands Judd, Homestretch and Headstone , Saturday
noon--4 p.m. on the Mall on
campus. The concert Is free!

PAM, [910]

THANKS FOR
A GREAT YEAR!

SUMMER SHOULD
BE BEFl'ER! 808

RESEARCH

Rasurdl, Writing, Editing
Professional, Fett
• Any Topic, All Fiek:11
Send $1 lor Mail Ordtr Catalog
•
•

Writtforfre~rinlormation '
o ... .e••<n ... ~>Old

lo, R n,,.i,(11

o"Clll~t p,l'flCc p . ,...,.... m.,y .

THE ACADEMIC.
RESEARCH GROUP, Inc.
240 Park Awnue

Rutherford, N - J■rMy 07070
Phone 42011 939.0189

rn
bite or
astels

Sizes 25

For A Change Of Pace ...

----

The F rienclliest Bar In Town!

GO(jQRIT!...
GRADS & SENIOR_S
Volunteers for
VISTA or
PEACE C08PS
• Help people In the USA or Oll9rS8IIS
, help themselves _
ePald Travel, Medical & Living Expenses
e VISTA'S receive about $250 rmnthly &
- after 1 year's service. PEACE CORPS
wlunt--s receive 48 dl!Ys vacation and
$3000readjustment allowance after 2' years
•Write ACTION, ·212 Third Ave. South
0

Downstairs, Downtown

BALTIMORE , directed by Ramon
Delgado opened Tuesday. The
play wtll run today, Saturday and
Sunday at 8 p.m. In Stage II.
Tickets may be picked up at the
Performing Arts Ticket Office
today 10 a.m. through 2 p.m.
They are free · to SCS students
with an 1.0 . This Is an adult show,
please do not bring children.

Mnneapolls, Mnn. 55401
or phone [612] 725-2596,

I
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to campus . Furnished with all

lass·,·t·1eds ;i3.;~~:"·;;g::i.c,es

utllltles. 388 3rd Ave . S. Call

·c·

FOR
women . Slngl e or double rooms.

Sha""' faollllle, oe,t to camp" .

~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-_________

I

Housing ~A~~

I~'25~~~9S. CONDITIONED

VACANCIES FOR OIALS to share
tor summer. Close to campus .
can 251-2678 .
TWO BEDROOM apartment for
rent June 1. 7th Ave. South . $65 a
month per person . Call 253-2252 .
SUMMER AND FALL, th■ r9d
facilities tor women . Furnished
and unfurnished . Summer rates,
air conditioning, laundry, parkIng, next to campus. 251-3287.
AVAILABLE SUMMER. Tripi••:
Three bedroom lower level , two
bedroom main level.
Three
bedrooms up . ·Nice condition .
Each unit haa bath/kllehen, II\l'lng
room . S65 utllltlea aid . 253-7673
after 5.
STUDENT TEACHERS-OtHO,
Robblnsdate, Anoka area-furnlShed room . C.11 425-2165.
ROOMS TO SHARE for glrl• n9xt
sehool year. Close In , furnished .

:i~"!
:r~a:~~t!,tJ~_1::s;-::~
4:30.
•
1

1

apartment $55 session double,
S85 alngle , utilities Included . No
pets. Summer· only . 252-3348,

~!i;oo~Ralpa~m~~~r~or "~u•m~~~
or summer / fall , w ith three
others . Call 255-2683 or 2783 alter
•·

253-9509.
,
SUMMER VACANCY FEMALES
private rooms to share facllltles .
Laundry, utllltles, parking, color
TV , furnished , carpeted , close to
campus. After 5 p .m . 253-5306 .
OAKS TOWNHOUSE for summer. Two "roommates needed .
Have own room. TV, stereo. Call
Bruce 251-5067.
•
SUMMER t,Y,ACANCIES
now
open . Double and private rooms
In newly remodeled apartments to
Share. Near downtown , SCS .
253-3279.
5073ROAVE.S. lslorr.nt. Fully
furnished, off street parking .
Open
May
31 .
251-8046",
252-9287, or 251-1822 anyt ime.
VACANCIES IN HOUSE shared

alnglea $68 , doubles $53 per
month, utllltles paid . Next to
campus . Laundry, etc.
Call
253-M28or John Mason 255-2220
and leave message.
ROOM-S FOR SUMMER, speclsl
rates . Call 25 1-0863 alter 6 p.m .
During day call 251-4943, ask tor
Pete tor appointment.
FOR RENT amall•r two bedroom
mobile home. 252-8645 .
QUIET MAN SHARE l ■ rg•
apartment with two others.
PrivaIe room , utllil les paid, $100
monthly. 252-2827 .
FEMALE
GRAQ
STUDENT
wants to rent one bedroom or
efficiency apartment through
August .' C.11 252--4162.

WOMEN'•

I
5
~ ~;!~~~1~~[e :~m, for ~ro~ I:ro:~~;~· =P~~a2~~
men to share kltehen , LR, bath per quarter. Call 253-2871 or
wJth lhqwer. $60 per month , 251--4068.
-· utl1lffei7]ald . After 5, 253,7673,. GIRLS TO SHARE furnished
VACANCY GIRLS to ahar• apartment, summer rates . Close
Immediate openlri'g one and to campus and downtown . Call
:~:-rh;l:ho~l~k1s~~ stst e. Call ~~,:~IES FOR MEN. Private
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for l'.OQma, share kitchen and bath .
girl, to Share with others . Close to Close to campus. Call 253-4681.
SCS and downtown has laundry SUMMERVACANCIESlarg•two
faclllty. Available summer and bedroom apartment $150 per
fall. 253---4681.
month .
New
one
bedroom
FOUR MATURE STUDENTS to apartment, $125 per month .
rent our three bedroom apart- Phone 252-7755 aher 5.
ment June 1-September 1. Close. ONE OR TWO girls to shar• Oaks
$65 each - 251-2116 .
apartment with two others for
ROOMS FOR MALE atud.nt, summer/fall. 253-7456.
now renting for next year and HOUSING FOR SUMMER In
summer sessions. Shared faclll- lumlahed apartment" one block
ties, furnished, utilities paid . from college . Parking and laundry
~~eR ~~5~:~~~ factlltles.
Call
252-6327
or

t:¼;;~2::}~

Attention
DON 'T GO HOME without
buying a magazine from the wide
assortment available at
th e
Atwood main desk .
PAPERS TYPED, all kinds.
252-2188.
EDITORIAL HELP with th"" •
starred
papers,
etc.
Mark
McKeon , 363-68-44 .
Will
00
ANY
TYPING.
252-8398.
WILL 00 TYPING In my horn•
dlrectly beh ind Selke Field . IBM
typewriter . Reasonable. Kath y,
253-1679 .

Personsals
INTERESTED IN LOW COST Jet
Iravel 10 Europe and Israel?
Student Travel Center can help
you
travel
with
maximum
llexiblllty and m inimum cost . For
more information call toll free,
1-800-325-8034.
TRASH CAN OPEN May 13th.
PHANTOMS-WE'VE m•t your
demands ... where are Allee and
lrvlna? "Bucky " and " Special .""
COME ANO WATCH Brad
Akason defend his title in the

I
::a~~~~t ;~h
1 next to campus . 617 5th Ave. s.
Call, come and see. 253-9285,
252-4876.
VACANCIES AT 391. 5Ih Ave. S.
Approximately $60 per month .

;;•:~ga~s ~~~P~;Yf:/~~u.
SIDEBURNS: YOU'VE got what
It takes to make my heart whirl.
Have a great summer but dorft
forget the SQulrrel .
TAKE A STUDYING BREAK,

~ro~;~ ::orr;,~:r3:I~thqU:v~~r;:

:~~~•~/1~~::::u:'::iatl~.eN~~~
to 4 p .m . Sponsored by ABOG ,
MEC Concerts Committees.
THANKS FAITHFUL SOS volunteers . I appreciate you and your
time. JIii .
CONGRATULATIONS
ROSEi
Holes' Secret Soak!
OELBERTS, YOU DO good work!
Hugs and kisses Gals 1902 and
1903.
BASEMENT BEAUTIES: Blitz Is
best ol cour se . Love Always 8 .
RESULTS OF NUDE FOOS BALL
tournament:
Mixed
doubles
: I1~:!;s~p~~rtoi~a~:ty,aB::i

t~~!Tot~~~: ~~~

ih':~~-G~~1N:ic:~~D~n:':1~!~~
363-4216 .
WILL 00 TYPING. Call 251-4513.
WILL 00 TYPING. Can pick up
an._d deUver. 252--0835.
LOSTl"'A PAIR of glH... In an oll
~i3~~WANTED to ahar• with ~=!:rC:i'e. If fou nd call 255 -3489 .
two others. $61 per month . BEFORE YOU SAY, "It's lost,"
253--0378.
check at the Atwood main desk
SUMMER VACANCY ma!" to for any lost artlcles .
share. Private rooms, parking, BLUE GRASS FESTIVAL Sunday
laundry, close . After 5 p.m. June 5 , Wright County Fair253-5306 .
·
grounds Howard Lake . This ad
PRIVATE - ROOM, kltch•n prlv- worth 25c toward ticket purchase .
llegea, garage. Summer, fall. RULES OF SCIENCE. 1. EmMature male shared . AdJoins pirlclsm: events are A,~ )Q.ast In
campus. 252-5828 .
principle observable ~Y the
GIRLS HOUSING to sh■ r• for senses dlrectly or lndirktly by
summer and fall . 927 5th Ave . S. Instrument . If not, It does not
252-7208.
exist. 2. Determinism : all events
VACANCIES IN HOUSE ,harMt are the result ol a detertlnab;I~·

:~~~h~~e ~~~::y~n~~~

:.2Mi1R

:m~~:;.,~T.811

=t;oo!~r~:!.edto =Pusth!n~

252•7109 .

:r;~tt~"SH~~3!:_rtm.nt with
two ' otheras -423 -4th Ave. S.

)
MARY KAY COSMETICS. 253-

:i~~1:~n~=.~:,.:~e,ft~~:3
facto rl1y (la observable, deter-

~:th~:~0 w::~nLo:i I~:cog;a~~
Mathews's peilect shot up the

1
~~n.;~~FcoO~p~!1e1;i~~~:!~:: ~
INOIVIDUA0
~~BMEN'S CLOTHING from th•
all utllltles paid , one block from ROOMS
for
men . ' Shared
1920 ,s to l950 's at the Nostalgia
campus $175 per quarter sound? facllltlea, $50 a month Includes
Shop at Crossroads. Next to
Visit 727 5th Ava. S. Call kltehen, llvlng room , parking.
Carold's Ice Cream .
252•7◄98, 253-0890. ·
One block from campus. Utllltles
SPEAKERS, PAIR of ,mallar
HOUSING FOR MEN to shar• paid. 253--4531.
Advents . unused, $170 . Dan ,
aummer and fall. Inquire at 920 TWO OR THREE person, 1har• 251 _551 3 _
7th Ave. S. Phon e 252-3888.
, furnlstied Oaks townhouse for the ·"M" JEEP WAGONEER 4whffl
ROOMS FOR MEN summ•r and summer. ca11 253-9552. Approxldrive. 393-2460, best of fer.
felt, ahai-ed, close to campus. 105 mate1y $50.
MEN'S ITON t•n ,DMd blk•. n-.W
S. 4th St. 251-9917.
FALL: ROOMS tor men to shllr • .
condition. Call Cheryl, 253-3064.

;;;:io~=~i~~~i1~~~~i:f=:~f~
for the behavior of whatever. 4.
Scientific manlpulatlon : cont'ingent rep1icatlon . Gravity , . magnetlsm, electrlcal fields, radiant
energy, etc.) ar e all oper atlonajly
defined In terms of matter and
apace.
...-.
PUPPIES TO GIVE away to good
homes. Collie and Retriever
cross. Call 255•2722 .or 1020 6th

f~?r~le. ~~ac:ngl':1n:~~~~~:~
Velsveag in a come from beh ind
victory over Julle running; takPng
M:100nd place-Eric (Harry Buffalo)
Peters ln stllf competition over
Nipper; First place-Shelly Hanzlik
beat Brian Hoberg to climax the
competition . DlsqualUled from
tournament on a goner shot was
Larry Jacoway. Best ball handler
award goes to Maween Kelly .

~~~:~oc~~=re Fw~t~ o:~e~::i:~ ~ufe~r k~::!, ~/~1~g ut:::~
clean modern facllltl ea. One half parking . One block from campus.
block from campus . FOT lnforma- ~531.S
tion call John 253-53-40.
APARTMENT TWO Mdroom,
SINGLE ROOMS, cloH to
~ a r e with two others
~:w;S3~7s;,2~P - :~~~er/fall. $60 moaWy . 252 -

:~:u:n~~~nn1I
n~~r~n~r~:nytl:Et- --MY
HOME.
slon
Colo car . Only $600. 251-9217 .
,
TEACHERS NEEDED, all area,,
255~ 53 .
1974 TOYOTA CECLICA G.T. 5 all flelds, free registration . For
~i~~25. Call 255-3889 or ;~~61:nBU~~:~. ~~:<;.~;y~~

~iaer~!~ ti~:e~t~h~~
men up . A special thanks ro Jon
Eggenberger for keeping the rods
lubricated and the balls clean .
~~~J.~_ 10 CLAMBAKE Pleas•

1966 DODGE CORONET, rebullt

GREEN

252-8533, 252~218.
!~:SRE~ou~~.0 '-!~r F~n;~:na~
summer furnished utllitles paid
parkln~Obot~-•~esstons, $175
fall. ·912 5th Avel S. 252-7718
;~~~l;tv.:~i~o9r"wom.n

good condit ion , $550 or best offer. completing

~uU:!er~:'!,cfe's~~ p~arl~o~~~
for summer, $180 per quarter fall. TV , carpeted , plug-lns. Oneblock
~f1:0~ua. 927 6th - Ave. :S .

~:h~{:~_c$1.1o~~~~ur~;'

~e;~~~~ 4,!~ePu~--

for

~~~ I:i~e~~

::,;::~: s~~:
319 -4th A ve. S. 253-6606.

for

aummar,

r.ampus mall . The~ sounds
brought to you by ABOG , MEC
and LA .H .A .
NEEDED MALEISJ OR FE·
MALE(S) to coach women ' s slow
pitch softball team in St . Cloud
city league. One game per week
(Wed . ) June-August. 255-428-4
LOST IN ATWOOD, Garv•y or
Vicinity Saturday n ight May 7th
my
grandmoth er 's
bracelet ,
amethysts
In
gold
sett ing .
Sentimental value Inestimable.
Reward
for
return .
Phone
252-6928 .
LOST•IRISH SETTER,
"Shana, " around campus . Reward .
252-071-4 , 255-4157 .

Share summer and fall. Close to
393-2-427

APARTMENTS

luxury

Inc.,. P.O. Box 306, Arlington ,
MN 55307 . Telephone (612)
96-4-220-4 .
POSITION OPEN tor 1umm•!
counselor at CAMP FRIENDSHIP , a summer resldent lal
camp for mentally retard ed.
Salary $35 per week plus
room f board . Write / call : Rte . 3,
Annandale 55302 or 612-2748376 .
WOMEN'S CENTER lffkl student Interns for summer and fall.
also seeks director , who m ust
meet CETA Title VI regu lat ions.
Call 252-8831 .
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for Sale

=.

~low~~~~~~- th:~ 8

Ave.,

Mankato,

MN .

only

~ -rid

~~

~:~s~

56001 .

~daM,,~~:;e~~t~!r

~~
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TENNIES-shot whll•

~f~:,rf~fEl:·'.i~ _~~~;ififfirf'~i7~~ ~!~~,~i~~:::;;;~,;i ~~tr~~fl:~i;':~~,,;~£~ ~~i~~;:~;":g;~~~~:; ;~~
~~~

::!;~:et\~ ~;A~BLE for
summer. By the apartment or
room. One block from campu s.
Cheap. _251-0596 .
_
SUMMER HOUSING: all utllltt••
paid, central al r-;:-furnlshed-one
blPck from campus. 727 5th Ave.

.FRENCH KISSING
~

lnltructlon!

253-7673 .

AVAILABLE SUMMER, apart•

~

7~~1~i~lea paid. Large, clean .
ROOMS, SHARE KITCHEN and
tivlng room. A\'ailable summer,
fall. Close to campus. 901 -4th
Ave. s . 253-9779.
NOW RENTING tor fall 1977.
Shared facllltiea for women, next

call 255-2500
Ask for Olerie Klei

Employment
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: I~
Stone lnc.,-a vegetable processor
Is seeking t,.elp June 17 through
July 30 and/or August 5 through
September 20. Many ·positions
avallable In lleld and plant.
HOusing avallable. Big Stone

:.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••=•
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Demonstration
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~:;11 2 7:.3~/fi~P~~-~LEAN,
also si x vol! cir"battery $15.
2S2-9l82 alter 7 p .m .
SSOBAN_5-,trlng,
2294 _ ONY
29 • - · - - - - - : ___
~_-,_

a salad and
garlic toast

n II
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•===

0-6 $.50

Age 7 -12

$1 .00

Age 13
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: I~ I
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to work tor l:lncle Dan (orange
~~~~l~~fe:_
" ~:l~n -i ~ o
I k I
Don't kl" my fish.
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Rel lglon prefera war , pestile~ONGRATULATIONS CAflOL-

~~bo~~:r~

~:11g:~tr=~p:~~~:

~~~~~P1~n•. you!

1

:~~It, (t!~~v~(I se~~-;~ght~::;

~~.~Vs'!e ~~!N IN MAOlabsolute truth) and ignorance, as 12 down, non• to go. Old w•
artlcles written against me. All rMlly mak• It?
this ts opposed to scientific . WIii lhar• ev•ry be anolhw 4
cooperation and the survival of a.m . Perkins, blue tennlee?
clvllatlon. The term God does Ml M.fl. KMp th • faith . It's eff . .rth~~:ne ~~~:~~~&
~sh~~:d env0~nb! ~m:~;~-- down, 62 to go .

\\

~~~~~za8: ~ al:w~r p~o;~~m~~l~i ~;-~~~~!• !~ou~;~ f~t:'_lydoMI At
llmlt of zero , a zero rrll'ss Is empty

MIKE, Good luck n••t y.. r. It's

~~~:it~t~:r~1osr~~c::;~yte;~~
that oould posslbly exist Is
contained within matter and

00
~:u~ ~b!h • nw~ti~;,u tell• my
final test? J.W .
GLENN,
who
the
hin
1,

=:

iti~~
a~e;e(:,!:;"~n~s on~:t~~~~
11n8ar dimen sions, f\One can be

& Over $2.00 ••=:.

=~i~n:~u~~~t~~~~ie:~~r:CiI!n~

;~~~u~h~heh~~~~pa~f; u~ankl:h:~

::t~i:;~r~~est~: I!:~nbJ~ of
Judd , Homestretch and Head-

0
~1:;1 an~ 1~i su~~o;5~~;~
Thank God that's 11-'tll next

stone Saturday_:ft ernoon on the

year .

Mon day "'
at 4 : 30 p.m.- 1Q p.m.
Age
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graduation forms,
g';~.,:i~per~u!~=ssth es;:~1~:;~
253-2532.
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IF
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IMMUTABLE

TOMLYANO"S
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~~~:'o;~1NIES would Ilk• to
than k her keels and everybody
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DN THE CAMPUS MALL

FREE
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JUDD

~

HEADSTONE

HOMESTRETCH
ALSO A STREET CIRCUS

SPONSORED BY ABOG & MEC CONCERTS
....

,

' TrashCan Productions Presents...

·The 4~ ¼nual TrashCan Open
the FillSW)US~ .

,ct,; ~,~~ -~P~11NcE
..
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REVIEW
We guarantee this will be more fun than
studying £01: finals! For just $ 3 you '11 get
ALL YOU CAN DRINK plus the
get-down boogie-blues sound of the band
that's a favorite at the Cabooze Bar in
Mpls. Buy your tickets at the door or for
advance ticket Si11es and info, come to the
Carousel in Atwood.
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7 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Fri~y, May 13

.

-18~
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.Efilrgroµnds
Ballroom

East St. Germain
u
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Everyone Welcome!

